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INTRODUCTION. 
The thesis has been divided into three sections. 
Section I describes a convenient method for estimating 
the viable count of a bacterial population, which was 
evolved during the course of the work; Section II deals 
with the death rates of the commoner milk micro- organisms 
when subjected to desiccation, and Section III with the 
growth of pure cultures of these organisms in milk. The 
work that was undertaken first was that described in 
Section III. It was originally intended to investigate 
the behaviour of bacteria in pure culture in milk and 
then to deal with mixed cultures and their mutual effects, 
under the same conditions. The results obtained 
indicated however, that the problem was more complex 
than had been anticipated and that a large amount of 
work with pure cultures would be necessary before the 
problem of mutual influences could be explored 
satisfactorily. On the advice of Dr. T. Gibson it was 
decided that this could not be overtaken in the time 
that was available and this problem was therefore 
abandoned in favour of the work described in Section II 
on the desiccation of micro- organisms. 
NIy grateful thanks are offered to 
Professor S. J. Watson, Principal of the Edinburgh 
& East of Scotland College of Agriculture, and to 
Dr. T. Gibson, under whose supervision this work 
has been carried out; to Mrs. A. C. Stirling, B.Sc. 
for her assistance in the work described in Section 
I; to Dr. D. N. Lawley for advice on statistical 
analysis, and to MMr. J. Campbell for technical 
assistance. 
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A CONVENIENT METHOD FOR DETEHMINING THE VIABLE COUNT OF 
A BACTERIAL POPULATION BY MEANS OF COLONIES D1EVELOPING 
IN STRIPS OF AGAR IN TUBES 
Studies in the multiplication and rates of death of 
bacteria renuire a simple but accurate method for determining 
the viable count. The plate count is the standard method 
most often employed in such enumerative work, owing to the 
reliable results it is known to yield. When dealing with a 
large number of replicates it does, however, become rather 
cumbersome as it necessitates a large stock ofPetri dishes, 
much medium and considerable incubator space. The labour 
involved in washing and sterilization and the cost of 
replacements must also be considered. Modifications of the 
plating method have been suggested from time to time with a 
view to reducing the amount of materials and labour involved 
without impairing the accuracy of the count. 
One of the earliest modifications 1.40A the roll tube 
method introduced by Esmarch (1) and later investigate . on 
a quantitative basis by Wilson (2). It considerably reduces tie 
amount of glass ware and medium renuired and lessens risk of con 
.tamination. In addition dilson (2) claims that colonies 
developing within roll tube cultures are more easily 
counted than in plates. 
The/ 
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The method however, has not been used extensively 
probably owing to the dexterity and practice required in 
rolling the tubes. Inoculation and rolling of the tubes can 
best be carried out by separate workers, but even when this 
is possible considerable pra.dtice appears to be necessary 
to produce evenly distributed films of agar free from wrinkles. 
Various mechanical devices have been suggested, for instance 
(3) (4) (5), but it is not alp ays convenient to introduce such 
specialised apparatus in all laboratories and at best, the 
process is slow and laborious, 
Various surface counting methods are also in use at 
present. Those described by Snyder (6) and Crone (7) do not 
appear to economise in time oT materials and necessitate the 
preparation of dried plates some time before use. Miles and 
Misra (8) recently described a method in which measured drops 
of the suspension are seeded on dried agar plates by means of 
dropping pipettes. This method has met with considerable 
favour and has been investigated in detail by Reed and Reed (9) 
using pumn cultures of bacteria. Campbell and Konowalchuk (lo) 
found it satisfactory for counts of raw milk. It is less 
laborious `Ind a little more accurate than the plate count and 
can/ 
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can be used with opanue as well as transparent media. It 
however, renuires a certain number of Petri dishes and a 
constant supply of calibrated dropping pipettes. The main 
disadvantage appears to be in the preparation of the dried 
plates, which process must be carefully adjusted to ensure 
complete absorption of the drops in 15 -20 minutes. 
In an endeavour to find a simple method by which 
colony counts might be made, inoculation of small quantities of 
agar in test -tubes followed by sloping to fora thin strips of 
agar, was tried. This gave promising results. 
ERIME1iTTAL 
Preliminary trials were carried out to determine the 
most suitable Quantity and concentration of agar to use in 
each tube and the best methods of mixing and of forming the 
agar strips. 
The tech.niaue finally adopted was as follows: 
6 x ä in. test -tubes are used, each containing 1.5 - 2 ml. 
(estimated approximately when tubing) of 2¡% nutrient agar. The 
agar is melted and held in a water bath at 45°C for 2 -1 hr., 
before it is inoculated. This allows the condensation water 
to run down the tube and be incorporated in the agar again, 
thus lessening the amount of moisture appearing at the foot 
of the tubes during incubation. The presence of muchrnoisture 
encourages the development of spreading growth, especially 
if the count is high. 
A 1 ml. pipette graduated in 001 ml. is used 
to deliver inoculum into each/ 
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each tube. 
The agar and inoculum are mixed by rotating the 
tube 5 times and the tube is then laid on the bench with the 
stoppered =nd slightly raised to prevent agar from reaching 
the cotton wool plug. This produces a layer of agar 3 -4 
in. long. If necessary the tube is slightly tilted when 
it is being laid down to ensure that öar flows evenly 
over the glass. The colonies that develop are counted 
with greater ease when the strip of agar is of good length. 
The agar solidifies rapidly and when the tubes are cool 
they are set upright in racks and placed in the incubator. 
Statistical analysis of method. 
Experiments were carvied out to provide material for 
a statistical analysis, using a suspension of the spores 
of Bacillus megatheriu n which was stable and gave reproducible 
results throughout a period of 3 years. 
Ex ariment 1 
This experiment was designed to compare the counts 
obtained in tubes with those obtained by the standard method 
in which 1 ml. quantities of spore suspension were mixed 
with approximately 10 ml. of nutrient agar in Petri dishes. 
Six workers each inoculated 120 tubes and 10 plates; 
each worker used one pipette for the inoculation of both 
tubes/ 
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tubes and plates. In order to detect any differences 
due to pipetting 0.1 ml, quantities, the 120 tube 
inoculations were divided into three groups: 
(a) 40 tubes inoculated with consecutive 0.1 ml. amounts; 
(b) 40 tubes inoculated with alternate 0.1 ml. amounts, 
i.e. 1 st., 3rd., 5th., 7th., and 9th., 
0.1 mL amounts; 
(c) 40 tubes inoculated with the 1st and 6th 0.1 ml. 
amounts from each pipetteful. 
In (b) and (c) the unused quantities were discarded 
into a sterile tube. 
Both tubes and plates were kept in order of inoculation 
so that it was possible tocorrelc e ' ,he counts with the 
0'1 ml. quantities measured. 
Results. 
The colony counts obtained by each method are shown 
in table 1. The total values obtained by each worker for 
all tubes and plates are as follows: 
Worker Total tube Counts. Total plates counts. 
1. 3, 719 3,026. 
2. 3, 503 3,122 
3. 3,539 2,955. 
4. 3, 60 2 3,028. 
J. 3,501 2, 964. 
6. 3,491 3,127. 
Total for all 
workers 21,355 18, 222. 
There appears to be good agreement in all cases. 
The/ 
Table 1. Individual colony counts obtained by six workers 
after inoculation of 720 tubes and 60 plates. 
Count f rom 
Worker Counts from tubes plates 
1. 






































































































































































































































































Table i (Continued) 
1 
Worker Count from tubes 
Count from 
plates. 
Group a Group b Group e 
27 35 34 30 29 28 358 
37 29 30 14 35 25 310 
29 27 21 28 31 22 263 
32 26 21 36 23 22 331 
26 32 25 31 33 38 
28 28 29 31 31 34 266 
34 23 29 19 34 27 502 
29 36 35 25 25 41 289 
34 28 37 37 28 33 
28 37 27 27 29 36 279 
32 23 31 34 24 29 283 
3° 37 21 23 31 39 33 274 
27 36 28 41 30 33 
28 0 29 38 29 21 
27 20 33 28 33 40 
36 33 21 34 36 31 
34 32 27 36 25 27 
31 25 39 28 40 25 
23 26 24 26 30 36 
28 33 24 31 30 25 
49 32 29 33 26 40 328 
26 26 43 29 27 29 351 
20 25 19. 27 33 37 297 
30 27 34 34 21 39 317 
29 32 38 23 32 24 301 
24 36 23 41 40 28 338 
4. 16 8 17 40 26 32 311 
29 36 41 16 38 40 325 
40 26 36 26 31 32 266 
36 45 39 31 37 33 294 
33 28 1 43 43 29 
16 34 34 32 29 36 
23 38 27 43 0 40 
38 35 30 40 24 27 
25 30 43 25 29 20 
20 24 32 39 30 26 
32 31 2 17 34 28 
31 35 30 41 34 28 
27 37 34 34 31 26 
32 35 29 32 33 17 
Table 1 (Continued) 
,Worker Counts from tubes 
Counts from 
plates 
Grou a Grou. b Grou. c 
41 34 36 24 34 41 
19 31 31 32 27 20 310 
23 26 34 35 26 40 319 
5 27 33 33 32 25 28 
29 33 28 27 39 33 299 
25 34 36 42 28 27 288 
25 20 30 29 31 30 319 
18 42 35 24 32 25 271 
29 25 27 28 29 29 273 
35 36 28 31 29 25 292. 
288 
17 22 45 38 31 39 305 
39 26 26 37 27 29 
28 26 35 25 29 40 
25 28 38 21 30 31 
35 24 25 38 28 26 
28 29 34 30 20 18 
25 17 0 31 32 25 
0 31 22 29 34 31 
22 23 34 25 31 41 
36- 29 32 24 29 26 
26 37 25 28 32 31 
28 36 34 30 37 25 321 
37 30 45 34 28 26 299 
6 26 34 24 38 29 29 301 
28 31 27 "28 18 34 303 
-," 24 29 31 39 18 39 307 
29 29 24 30 32 43 322 
24 22 31 22 38 34 284 
16 30 33 30 26 27 324 
27 32 32 32 24 22 335 
331 
27 41 22 27 46 36 
21 20 26 29 33 26 
26 35 31 23 25 29 
29 40 27 23 36 26 
24 30 34 33 41 27 
19 24 27 37 21 31 
14 13 24 33 30 37 
28 27 32 31 29 29 i 
18 25 33 33 35 28 
31 25 24 29 27 24 
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The total tube counts are slightly greater than the total 
plate counts which would appear to show that the cultural 
conditions for the development of colonies in tubes are 
quite as favourable as those in plates. 
The following figures give the meat, counts for 
plates and tubes (1510, since in this case 1 -le inocniula as 
0.1 ml.). 
;dorker Plates Tubes. 
1. 302 ±75 3120 4-54 
2. 2888 ±47 299.21'5.7 
3. 295.519.6 298 =21'5.0 
4. 30.2.8 =8.7 3096±6.7 
5. 296.4 ±54 2967±5.1 
6. 3127 ±52 290'9 ±48 
All workers 299.8 -2.9 301.1 ±22 
In calculating these figures the eleven tube counts 
below 10 were omitted since the tubes were found on reinocul- 
ation, to contain an inhibitory substance which prevented 
growth. 
The counts do not differ significantly. 
The results of the tube counts were subjected to an 
analysis of variance (Table 2.) in order to ascertain the 
accuracy of the experimental technique. The variance ratio 
calculated/ 
TABLE 2. 
Analysis of variance of Experiment I. 
Method of !Factors Degrees of Sum of 








Consecutive in the 9 880.0 97.8 2.77 m 
'pipette 
0.1 ml. (P) 
amounts Intraction 




(Pp) 18 820.3 45.6 1.29 
Alternate P 4 188.9 47'2 134 
0.1 ml. W X P 20 855.3 44.3 1.25 
amounts Pp 42 9002 21.4 0.61 
:1st and 6th P 1 82.8 828 2.35 
0.1 ml. ' 'a`d X P 5 348.0 69.6 1-97 
amounts Pp 114 4,395.0 38.6 1.09 
Combined Workers 5 437.0 87.4 2.48 m 
(W) 
results Methods 2 137.1 68.5 1.94 
(M) 
Intrrraction 10 
(w X M)' 
401.7 40.2 1.14 
Error 433 15,277.6 35.3 
Total 708 26 228.5 




calculated from the combined results of the six workers 
indicated a significant difference between workers at the 
5% level, which may have been due to inexperience with the 
method. No significant difference was found between the 
various pipettefuls measured or between the three methods of 
inoculation, but the consecutive 0.1 ml -noculb ahovecl 
a significant difference at the 1% level when the results for 
all workers were combined, though this did not show when the 
results were examined s& irately for each worker. The 
discrepancy with the consecutive 0.1 ml amounts ,,)?eared to 
be due mainly to the last 0'1 ml. delivered by each pipette, 
which in most cases gave a higher mean count than the 
remainder, as is shown by the following figures: 
Consecutive 0'1 ml 













The higher count may have been due to the slowness 
of delivery of the pipette which was obvious with the last 
0'1 ml quantity, or to the difficulty in seeing the 
a.ciadti:dr _mark which came within the test -tube. This 
source of error could be avoided by ignoring the last G-1 ml 
quantity. The seventh 0.1 ml quantity appears to be some- 
what smaller than the others though the divergence is not so 
marked as with the tenth. The checking of the pipettes by 
weighing the quantities delivered gave not explanation of 
any difference in the seventh position. 
The value of X2 for tube counts calculated by 
dividing the error sum of squaresof the analysis of variance by 
the mean count for all tubes was 507.4 with 433 degrees of 
freedom. This is significantly large at the 1% level. 
Further examination revealed, however, that this, high value 
was almost entirely due to the variable counts obtained 
by one worker, for which there may have been some special 
reason. Then the results for this worker were omitted the 
value of X2 was 388.4 :which with 363 degrees of freedom 
is not significant. There is thus no indication that the 
counts obtained from tubes deviate significantly from the 
expected Poisson distribution. A given number of tubes did 
not however, give as reliable a result as the same number of 
plates, the coefficient of variation for plates being 7.3. 
and for tubes 19.9¡x, This was thought to be due to the 
numb er/ 
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number of colonies counted in plates having been larger 
than in tubes, so a second experiment was designed to show 
the influence of colony numbers. 
Experiment II. 
In this experiment two dilutions b2 ;;fore 
suspension were used, one calculated to give a count ten 
times that of the other. Two workers each inoculate u 
12 plates with 1 ml quantities of the higher dilution and 
120 tubes with each dilution, using consecutive 0.1 ml 
amount s inoculum. . The number of colonies develop- 
ing on a plate should therefore be the same as the number 
developing in a tube inoculated with the lower dilution 
anu thus permit a comparison of the two methods at the same 
level of count. The colony counts are given in table 3. 
For the same mean count (Table 4) there was no 
significant difference between the plate method and the 
tube method. The means found by the two workers are in 
good agreement. The observed coefficients of variation 
agree dell ̂ their expected values. In only one case, 
namely that of worker.,with low dilution tubes, is the 
observed coefficient of variation greater than or appreci- 
ably/ 
TABLE 3 
Colony counts. obtained from plates, and from tubes inoculated 
with two dilutions of the spore suspension. 
Worker 
1. 



























































































































































































































































































































































































tubes Counts from 
plates 
I Ì.ow dilution 
67 66 59 76 
. 82 79 80 79 
77 75 74 73 
75 72 76 69 
68 61 72 84 
68 75 87 75 
71 59 72 72 
70 93 60 71 
79 68 69 75 
68 67 53 79 
65 
61 76 54 97 
63 75 62 
78 78 67 
60 59 68 
80 73 73 
77 69 69 
73 74 57 
72 65 91 
71 70 73 
65 80 64 
77 76 70 
78 84 58 
69 75 71 
82 78 70 
85 73 71 
79 56 78 
62 76 74 
60 87 64 
76 70 78 
67 76 86 
70 68 62 
72 94 71 
76 58 79 
69 67 68 
70 68 75 
88 74 83 
68 58 70 
74 85 69 
69 79 68 
73 89 71 
TABLE 4. 
Mean counts in plates and tubes and the observed and expected 


























Observed ! Expected 
72.75 11.3% 11.5% 
67.66 10.8 11.4 
9434 13.0 116 
66.87 11.3 11.8 
6.69 33.3 35.9 
663 338 362 
ably different from expectation. 
The tube counts were subjected to an analysis of 
variance (table 5). This shows no significant difference 
between counts foilm different 01 ml. quantities or from 
different pipettefuls. 
The value of X2 for all the tube counts was 
484.3, with 476 degrees of freedom. The counts therefore 
do not appear to deviate significantly from the expected 
Passon distribution. 
eX p eri rnenl" 
This eel indicates that one tube 
inoculated with a 0.1 ml quantity can replace one plate 
inoculated with a 1 ml cuantity, provided the resulting 
mean colony counts lie at the same level. 
DISCUSSION 
The inoculation of agar in tubes in the manner 
described above is simple and enables many replicate counts to 
be made with little expenditure of time, labour or materials. 
The method is comparable with that of the roll -tube 
but is simpler in practice since it dispenses with the 
handling necessary for roll -tubes and with the use of 
special equipment. Colonies developing within strips 
of agar are counted more easily than those in roll- tubes. 
The method also compares favourably with surface/ 
TABLE 5. 








üù orker 1. vú orker 2. 
Sum of Mean Sum of ' Mean 
Snuares Snuare;Souares Snuare 
positions 9 941.8 104.65 ;1,071.7 ,119.08 
Low pipettes 11 521.4 47. 40 1,561.9 '141.99 
error 99 6,620.0 66.8 7 9,339'4 94.34 
Total 119 8,083.2 11.9730 
positions 9 79.53' 8.837 69.80 7.756 
High pipettes 11 94.17; 8.561.. 70.67 6.425 
error 99 656.67; 6.633 663.00 6.697 
Total 119 830.37: 803.47 
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surface counting methods (6) (7) (8) , where plates . 
must be prepared beforehand and dried and where consider- 
able amounts of medium often are required (6) (7) . 
There are, however, several points which require 
consideration. 
(a) Concentration of agar. The accuracy of the count 
is reduced if the agar slips within the tubes during 
incubation. This trouble can be avoided by using a 
suitable concentration of agar. With the media and 
incubation temperatures used throughout all my work 2% 
nutrient agar gave a sufficiently large margin of safety 
without exerting on inhibitory action on bacterial 
growth. Incubationtemperatures up to and including 
37 °C. were used. The basic medium used was 2% powdered 
agar, 05% peptone, 0.5% lemco, and 025% yeastd, with 
the addition of 05% sugar for specific organsims. The 
method also was used successfully with the mannitol 
yeastrel agar and the nitogen -free mannitol agar described 
on p. 4..a of parts. No difficulty .w a s 
apparent in the counting of colonies developing in Jilson's 
milk agar (I1), despite its opaque nature. Two percent 
agar is easily handled during filtration and tubing but it 
may/ 
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may have to be altered to suit special conditions such 
as the use of richer media, different brands of agar 
( eg- New Zealand agar) or a warmer climate. At 
temperatures above 3700. it may be feasible to incubate 
the tubes in a horizontal position. 
(b) Glassware. The quantity of agar in each test -tube 
is small; consequently it becomes necessary to ensure 
perfect cleanliness of the tubes as any trace of a 
substance inhibitory to bacterial growth might still be 
present in sufficient concentration to reduce the count or 
delay the appearance of colonies (see experiment 1.) Any 
counts showing an undully large variation therefore should 
be regarded with suspicion. 
(c) Inoculation. It has generally been accepted that the 
sampling error is apt to become very large when small 
quantities (less than 1 ml.) are measured. In all 
measurements this error must exist but the results obtained 
in these experiments suggest that it need not be large. 
Assuming normal care, the error introduced by the measure- 
ment of 0.1 ml. using a 1 ml. pipette is cancelled out 
by other errors that are inherent in any plating method. 
Snyder (6) compared different aibthods of inoculation and 
measurement and found that 0.1 ml. delivered from a 
capillary/ 
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capillary dropping pipette was more accurate than 0.1 ml 
from a 1 nil pipette but concluded that there is no 
appreciable contribution from the pipetting error unless 
the total error(unl os tho total s 1-.)of the method is 
very small. One method recommended by Snyder has since been 
studied in more detail by Crone (7) . Coutts obtained by 
spreading 0.1 ml inocula, measured by a capillary pipette 
or a lml. graduated pipette, over the surface of previously 
prepared plates, are shown to conform within the limits of 
experimental error to a Poisson distribution and the total 
count from all the plates agrees well with that obtained 
from a corresponding number o f roll -tube cultures. No 
large error therefore, appears to have been introduced in 
the measurement of 0.1 ml inocula. Miles and Mista (8) 
used a capillary pipette for the seeding of 0.0.2 ml drops 
on agar plates. Greater accuracy of measurement of the 
inoculum could undoubtedly be achieved by the use of 
calibrated dropping pipettes but for the inoculation of 
tubes the 1 ml. pipette is easier to handle and provided 
the last 0.1 ml quantity is not used, there seems 
little disadvantage in its use. Pipettes with good points 
and having a suitable rate of delivery were used in our 
experiments and were checked by w eighing the successive 
01 ml amounts delivered. Those not graduated to the 
tip were selected, but the blow -out type of pipette can 
also be used provided the last 0'1 ml amount is discarded. 
Statistical/ 
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Statistic-11 analysis shows that there is no great errqr 
introduced by r_easuring consecutive 0.1 ml. amounts and 
that the results obtained ß.,i1.1 follow the expected Poisson 
distribution. 
(d) Counting of colonies. Colonies developinù oithin the 
agar can be counted by using the lateral illumination box 
used for coutin:? colonies in Petri dishes (see figl) . 
The lower groove B. should be slightly notched close to 
the glass (c). in order to support the base of the tube; 
the opposite groove A. should be elongated to accommodate 
the upper part of the tube (0). In this way the tube is 
held in position and can be rotated slightly if reeuired. 
Az ,ith the plate count, the coefficient of 
variL,tion (table 4) rises rapidly as the mean count decreases 
eg. with a mean count of 72.08 the coefficient of 
variation is 11.3')L and iith a mean count of 7.02 it is 
33.8%. This indicates that the number of colonies should 
be a.s large as possible without introducing any error due 
to ove °cros:ading. 
s 
It is suggested that the number of colonies 
counted in e. tube should lie between 30 and 300. The 
maximum will depend on the type of colony that is being 
counted/ 
Ft-z.z. L. OP cou.,l';ng box sllow1.ng 1111,4.N,e,iw0.1-ec, -P:èl& 
an& vooves fo.r 1,014.;-n I-ikbes, 
5 
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counted. Counts of 250 -300 have been made quite readily 
e 
and as many as 400 with small streptocepal colonies. 
The surface seeded drop counts recommended by Miles and 
Misra appears to be of a more limited range, the maximum 
count quoted being 100. Five fold dilutions can be used 
if required to obtain a convenient count, but in all the 
work undertaken this was found to be unecessary. 
Miscellaneous Factors. 
(1) Organisms splashed on to the glass of the tube 
during the mixing of the inoculum witlythe agar, and 
those developing at the top of the slope where the agar 
film is apt to be thin, were detected easily without any 
magnification. 
(2) The agar strip does not dry up undully during 
ìnb cuo Oq. 
normal periods of ; 61^^ulat ^n 
(3) The surface area in proportion to the amount 
of medium is approximately the same in tubes and in plates. 
Application of the method. 
The agar strip method was used extensively through- 
out the work described in the remainder of this thesis. 







Pseudomon ̂s sp. 










With Bacillus subtilis the spreading growths 
did not interfere with counting to a greater degree than 
they did in the usual plating method. With bacteria such 
as Azotobacter and Rhizobiup. that form mucoid colonies 
tir.uich tend Go flow, prolonged incubation periods should be 
avoided. No trouble however, was experienced with 
incubation periods necessary to give Etati:Lsfhc:torT counts 
eg. 2 -3 days at 3000. Moulds that produce rapidly spread- 
ing growths may prove troublesome. With Oidium lactis 
counts of up to 120 colonies per tube were obtained after 
24 hr. at 30 °C. The range of count will probably be 
found/ 
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found to be lower with moulds than vvith bacteria and 
short icubation periods will probably be essential. 
The suitability of the method for the examination 
of mixed populations remains to be tested in detail. It 
has been used successfully for counts of a number of 
milk and -,rater samples. 
-18- 
sT2.72 : rRY 
An estimate of a viable population can be 
obtained from colonies developing in strips of agar 
in tubes. 
A 1 ml. graduated pipette is used to deliver .0.1 
ml of inocul -ems. into tubes containing 1.5 - 2 ml 
of nutrient a, gar. The tubes are sloped to give 
thin strips of agar and are incubated upright in racks. 
the medium used 2i; agar was found to prevent 
slippin^, of the strips l ithin the tubes during 
incubation. 
The results were subjected to st-tistical analysis 
which showed that the error introduced by the measure - 
Laent of 0 °1 ml. as opposed to 1 ml., is cPncelled 
out by the other inaccuracies of any plating method. 
The accuracy of the pipettes should be checked and 
the last 0.1 should be discarded, since this tends 
to give a higher count than the other nine 0'1 ml. 
aua.ntities. 
Accurate counts may be obtained from tubes 
containing 30 -300 colonies. 
This method gives an estimate of a viable 
population which does not differ significantly from 
that/ 
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that ùt __::.'_y:lates inoculated with 1 ml. 
quantities, provided the level of the colony count 
is the same. 
The method evolved allows many replicate 
counts to be made " i th little expenditure of time, 
labour or materials. In this respect it compares 
favourably pith any other plating technique$. 
i 
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It is well known that a large proportion of the 
bacteria. found in :;ilk are derived from dairy utensils. 
Contamination from this source can be reduced by the 
Processes of sterilisat ion and drying. The resistPnce of 
bacteria to heat and chemical disinfectants has been 
extensively investigated in the past and these treatments 
are now recognised processes on the farm and in industry. 
Resistance to desiccation hovT ever, has received little 
attention. 
kno.:n to be capable of preventing~ 
bacterial growth but to be comparatively inefficient as a 
means of killin, bacteria. A considerable amount of information 
is now available concern_in_g factors that promote the survival 
of bacteria : ;hen they are dried, but little is knolm about 
the death retes of different species ..hen they are dried in 
air and stored it ordinary atmospheric humidities. The 
work to be discussed was undertaken with the object of obtain- 
in; a better understanding of the lethal effects of desiccation 
under natural conditions. The f5n dings of the investigation 
were expected to have application in relation to dehydrated 
foods and to the treatment of dairy utensils and other 
industrial/ 
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e rn.l ipment . 
LITERATURE. 
Many workers have studied desiccation as a means 
of preserving bacterial cultures in a viable condition without 
freouent subculture. This work is reviewed a.deauately by 
Morton & Pulaski (1) and the more important contributions 
are summarised by Stamp (2) . Most of the method in use 
are based on either the drying of liquid bacterial suspensions 
over a dehydrating agent such as P205 or the freezing of 
suspensions immediately before and during the drying process. 
Throughout all this work however, there is remarkably little 
quantitative data provided and very few attempts to study 
the course of death. 
The death of bacteria as the result of any 
unfavourable, environmental condition is generally acknowledged 
to be proportional to the number of living cells present, in 
contr ae.t to that of higher organisms which eonfor fas. to the 
S- shaped curve associated with a random distribution of the 
death rate. The logarithmic order of death of bacteria 
was first noted by Madsen and Nyman (3) in an experiment on 
the destruction of spores of B.anthracis by mercuric chloride 
and by Chick (4) with B.typhosum exposed to heat. Since 
these/ 
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these early experiments the reality of the logarithmic course 
of death has gained considerable support and attempts to 
bo.se6. 
explain it have been mainly on a comparison with the 
monomolecular type of chemical reaction. However a number 
of workers have obtained survivor curves of a sigmoid 
nature, either saggingbelow or bulging above the straight line. 
These have been attributed either to an inherent variation 
in the resistance of the cells or to the effect of cell 
aggregation. The opposing theories have been discussed in 
detail in reviews by Rahn (5), Buchanan and Fulmer (6) and 
Watkins and Amslow (7) . 
Rahn (5)s mmarised aiiknown experiments dealing 
with bacterial death and found that in nearly fifty percent 
of the experiments the intial number of bacteria was not 
given. The results therefore, could not be used to 
Prove the logarithmic order of death since it is in the early 
part of the curve that abnormalities are likely to occur. This 
criticism applies to the early experiments on the drying of 
bacteria, by Paul (8) and Paul, Birstein and Reuss (9). These 
workers dried cultures of staphylococci on garnets and kept thee 
in test tubes under varying conditions in order to determine 
the rate of death of the bacteria. They claimed to have observ- 
ed a logarithmic/ 
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logarithmic decrease in count. 
More recently Buchbinder and Phelps (10) investigated 
the death of streptococci settling from the air of an 
experimental chamber and found it to be logarithmic. A 
similar type of death was noted by Campbell Renton (11) with 
freeze dried cultures of the cholera vibrio and by Heller 
o 
(12) with freeze dried cultures of Streptocc us py enes 
and Escherichia coli. Heller examined his cultures over a 
period of 90 days but suggested that the logarithmic death 
rate may not have continued until all the organisms were 
dead. Ficker (13), noted a decrease in death rate over long 
periods of storage and attributed this to the protective 
action of the medium within its deeper layers. Rahn (14) 
revealed a similar decrease in death rate in the work of 
Supplee and Ashbough (15) on the survival of the microflora 
of milk powder after storage for several months. However, 
he explained the break in the curve obtained by plotting 
their figures against time, as due to the mixed flora of the 
milk powder and conseruently to the presence of spores 
or of species showing a resistance above the average. 
Factors influencing the death rate of bacteria on desiccation. 
The following principles appear to influence the 




1. Rate of Drying. Rapid drying generally is accepted as less 
destructive than a slow Process. Kitasato (16) Germano (17) 
(18) and Ficker (19) observed that when organisms were dried 
rapidily in a desiccator they survived longer than when dried 
in ordinary room air. These results were confirmed by 
Rogers (20) who obtained a hi ,:h recovery from milk cultures 
subjected to rapid spray drying and by Often (21) who varied 
the rate of vacuum drying over conc. H2SO4. Stamp (2), in 
a comparison of a sloe drying process over P205 in vacu 
two rapid freaze drying processes, found that the latter 
were more destructive. However, his observations were based 
on the drying of one organism only, namely Chromobacterium 
prodigiosu1.. He suggested that some particularly sensitive 
bacteria might only be dried satisfactorily by a lyophilization 
method and that the higher survival rates obtained by 
drying over P205 might be accounted for by growth during the 
drying process. 
2. Nature of surface on which drying occurs. A variety of 
substances have been investigated such as silk threads (Kitasato 
(16)); garnets (Paul (8) ); glass (Hein, (22, 23, 24) Brown 
(25) ); :.:i:lterpaper (Hammer (26); Broan (25)); paper money 
(Dold end Chem hsiang (27) ; Keifer (28)) ; cotton 
(Miller and Schad (29); Chester (30)) and wood (Miller and 
Schad (29)) 
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Schad (29)). These investigations appear to indicate that 
a porous surface affords a greater degree of protection than 
a smooth one. For instance, Pseudomonas campestris was 
found by Hardin; and Prucha (31) to live for at least a year 
on dried seeds of cabbage but for only 10 days -.: ;hen dried on 
glass. Miller and Schad (29) however, obtained living cells 
of menin = .ococci after 10 days on glass beads in contrast to 
7 to 8 days on cotton or wood. 
Rahn (14) i entiàns: that drying on metal surfaces 
or on glass containing free alkali is especially destructive. 
3. iledium. The composition of the medium in which the 
bacteria are dried has an important effect on the death rate. 
Soil appears to poetess certain protective qualities and these 
have been utilised in the preservation of cultures by Lipman 
and Burgess (32), Giltner and Langworthy (33), Barthel (34) and 
Greene and Fred (35). Giltner and Langworthy (33) found 
that hacteria: could be preserved for a lon-er period in a 
rich clay soil than in sand. They claim that this is not 
entirely due to the retention of hygroscopic moi stu e by clsT 




The protective properties of soil may be due to its 
colloidal nature since most colloidal substances appear to 
increase the survival rates of bacteria suspended in them 
during dryin . They have been found to afford considerable 
protection in drying from the li -uid state over various 
dehydratin_ arients (Ficker. (13); Otten (21, 36); Stark and 
Heuington (37) ; Starao (2) ; Weiser and Hennum. (38)) end in 
freeze drying experiments (Rogers (20) ; Heller (12) ; Naylor 
and Smith (39); Stamp (2); Weiser and Hennum (38)). Heller 
(12) determined the death rate of freeze dried cultures of 
StreDtococcu.zs p7ogenes in a number of colloidal materials. 
The death rates decreased in the follo,,Jing order: aluminium 
hydroxide, starch, hum tragacanth, gastric mucin and peptone. 
Thus, the least hydrophilic of the colloids used afforddd the 
loest degree of Protection. The results can also be cor- 
related with Zsigmondy's gold number aB decreasing, gold num- 
bers are accompanied by decreasing values for - eercentage 
redubtion per day. 
Heller (12) also determined the death rate of bacteria 
dried in various crystalline materials. The rate of death 
was greater than in colloidal menstruums and varied consider - 
ably,! 
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ably in the different crystalline aaterials. Thus, 
the death rates of Strep. pyoenes and Esch. coli were 
greatest when these bacteria Fvere dried in distilled water 
or saline and were least in glucose or sucrose. Xylose, 
trytophane and salicin provided intermediate degrees of 
protection. Heller therefore concluded that a decrease 
in the death rate can be brought about by drying in 
crystalline menstruums of a soluble nature and in ones 
which the organisms are capable of dissimilating under normal 
grc`;th conditions. 
Naylor and Smith (39) also found that certain 
inorganic compounds promoted the survival of dried bacteria. 
In freeze drying experiments the inclusion in the medium of a 
commercial yeast extract "marmite" was found to be beneficial. 
The active constituents of the marmite appeared to be certain 
ammonium salts. An optimum concentration of 0.5r NH4C1 
added to the medium to be dried resulted in substantial 
increases in the percentage survival. Naylor and Smith also 
slzggested that NaC1 possesses protective properties but to 
a lesser degree than NH4C1. 
Ascorbic acid (Naylor and Smith (39) ; Stamp t2)) 
and cysteine and thiourea (Naylor and Smith (39) ) also pro- 
mote/ 
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mote the survival of dried bacteria. These substances 
po^ ess reducing properties and it has been suggested that theÿ 
counteract the harmful process of oxidation (Stamp (w) ) . 
Prom; and Hemmons (40) obtained a higher percentage 
survival when bacteria were dried intSroth than when saline 
was used as the suspending medium. This -.gas found both .with 
cultures dried at room temperature and :.i th freeze dried 
Cultures. 
4. Gases. Oxidation appears to be largely r. esponsible for 
the death of dried bacterial cells. Paul, Birstein and Reuss 
(9) found that the rate of decrease in viable count of 
staphylococci was approximately proportional to the square root 
of the oxygen concentration with which they were in contact. 
Rogers (20) , Naylor and Smith (39) and Proof.! =and Hemmons 
(40) compared the death rate of bacteria when stored in various 
gases and found that oxygen had the greatest lethal effect. 
Other gases such as nitrogen (Rogers (20); Naylor 
and Smith (39); Proom and Hemmons (40) ), hydrogen and carbon 
dioxide (Rogers (20) ) appear to be less destructive than oxygen 
but to induce a higher death= rate than when storage is carried 
out in vacuo. 
5. Rogers (20) and Proom and Hemmons (40) found that 
the survival of dried cultures was reduced in the presence of 
traces/ 
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traces of moisture. 
In contrast, Stamp (2) in his comparison of drying 
over P205 with lyophilization, suggests that the greeter 
percentage survival in the former case may be linked with 
the slightly higher moisture content of the resulting discs 
of dried Material. Growth during the slower process or 
protection by the medium_ seem to be more likely explanations. 
Dunklin and Puck (41) found that if organisms were 
dried in 0.5% saline the highest mortality rate on storage 
was obtained at 50% relative humidity. Storage humidities 
appeared to show no marked differences if the organisms were 
dried in salt -free media. Watts (42) reports the maximum 
survival of dried milk cultures of Streptococcus agalectiae 
at 15 -25% R.H. This finding has recently been supported 
by Higginbottom (43) who obtained the optimal survival of 
the flora of spray dried milk at humidities in the range of 
5 -20 . Above 70 %% R.H. there was a rapida reduction in 
numbers during the first few days, followed by the growth of 
aoxl . , "did beLLTia, )e 'ticularly the spore -forming bacilli. 
The i° - liora of the powders stored at lo';er humidities, 
however, appeared to be composed mainly of streptococci 
and/ 
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cnd micrococci suggesting that spore- formers die out 
rabidly in niilk powders of low moisture content. This is 
an unexpected observation in view of the recognised resist- 
ance of bacterial Tores to unfavourable agents. 
6. Temperature of storage. Dried cultures may be preserved 
for long periods in a refrigerator or ice box but the time of 
survival is reduced as the temperature of storage is raised 
(Ficker (13); Yirstein (44); Paul (8); Rogers (20); 
Buchbinder and Phelps (10); Tailor and Schad (29) ; Weiser- 
and Hennum (38) ; Proom end Hem._mons (40)) . 
7. Light. Naylor and Smith (39) and Chester (30) suggest 
that dried cultures should be stored in the dark but appear to 
offer no decisive experimental evidence in support of the 
suggestion. Orskov (45) showed that sunlight had a deleterious 
effect on actinomycetes dried on paper. The only other 
relevant investigations appear to have been carried out with 
menin- ococci. Elser and Huntoon (46) and Miller and Schad 
(47) both found that dried cultures of these bacteria Wed 
rapdily when exposed to sunlight or diffuse daylight, The 
information however, appears to be of a specialised nature 
and may not be applicable to all dried bacteria. 
8. Age of bacterial coil. Yours^ cells are generally believed 
to be more susceptible to nn unfavourable environment than 
mature/ 
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mature cells. The relevant literature on the problem.. 
has been reviewed by dinslow & Walker (48) . 
The relationship betJeen sta. e of growth 
and resistance to desiccation hrs not been ful]..y investigated 
and much confusion appears to have arisen owing to a 
failure to define accurately the stages at which young and 
mature cells may be obtained. Ticker (19) found that a 
48 -hour culture of the cholera vibrio as more resistant to 
drying than a 24 -hour culture. Incubation for longer 
than to days however, again produced less resistant cells. 
The isults of Kitasato and Berckholtz , nuoted by Giltner 
and Langworthy (33) , showed approximately the same resistance 
in cultures of the cholera vibrio from 1 to 5 days old. 
Cultures older than 5 days showed a marked decrease in 
resistance. Naylor and Smith (39) worked with cultures of 
Serratia marcescens at the end of the logarithmic phase 
of growth, in order to obtain a maximum resistance to drying. 
All these results indicate a relatively high degrée of 
resistance in cells ofamature state of growth. Both younger 
and older cells are of a less resistant nature. The 
results of Proom and Hemmons (9)) would appear to contradict 
such an observation as they suggest an increasin'- sensitivity 
with age. A 7 -hour culture of Shigella dysenteriae was 
more/ 
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more resistant than those incubated for 23 hours, 72 hours 
or 6 days. In this case, however, the authors may have 
been comparing cells in a mature state of growth (7 hours) 
with those in the phase of decline and not ells in a young or 
mature condition. 
9. Bacterial mass. There appears to be little decisive 
evidence on the effect of the density of the cell suspension 
to be dried. Campbell Renton (17) noted very little 
diffe=rence in the proportion of cholera vibrios recovered 
when drying three suspensions of differing concentrations. 
In contrast Stamp's (2) results with Streptococcus py enes, 
Pasteurella pestis and Salmonella typhimurium show a general 
tendency for the percentage survival to rise with a 
diminution in cell concentration. 
Variations in the rate of death of specific bacteria. 
Some bacteria possess morphological characters 
such as spores or capsules, which render them particularly 
resistant to unfavourable environments. Apart from this, 
however, there appears to be a considerable variation in 
the resistance of species. 
In the liter Lure dealing with desiccation it is 
perhaps surprising to find little referenee to comparative 
work on bacterial species. Some variations in resistance 
however/ 
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however, have been reported in work on vacuum drying from 
the liquid state, freeze drying ana drying in the atmosphere. 
Among the most resistant species are the corynebacteria 
(Frobisher et al (49) ; Stamp (2)) , streptococci (Stark 
and Herrington (37), Heller (12). Frobisher et al (49), 
Stamp (2) ) and staphylococci (Stark and Herrington (37); 
Wells and Stone (50); Frobisher et al (49); Proom and 
Henmions (40) ). Esch coli (Stark and Herrington (37); Wells 
and Stone (50); Heller (12); Proom and Hemmons (40) ), 
other allied intestinal organisms (;dells end Stone (50); 
Frobisher et al (49) ) and Shigella (Proom and Henur_ons (40 ) 
are far more suscenti -ble but not so sensitive as species of 
Neisseria and Vibrio (Stamp (2); Proom and Hern.mons (40) ) or 
Fusif orrw. s (Stamp (2) ) . A variety of other species are 
dealt with by Frobisher et al (49), Proom and Hen:mons (40) 
and Stamp (2), but it is difficult to detect any order of 
resistance in their r=sults. 
Stark and Herrington (37) tested the resistance 
of seven organisms to rapid vau= '.eying over P205 and 
0a012. They were, in order of deer eosin.; resistance, 
Streptococcus paracitrgyorvs and Str. lactic, 
Saccharon ices cerevisiae, Staphylococcus aureus and 
Staph albus, Esch coli and Lactobacillus acidophilus. 
Buchbinder/ 
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Buchbinder & Phelps (10) compared the death rate of 
three streptococcal groups -uhen allotted to settle from the 
air of an experimental chamber. Groupfi streptococci appear 
to be more resistant than GroupB p- hemolytic strains and 
considerably more resistant than thedk- hemolytic types. 
Stamp (2) obtained e considerable variation, in 
r-esistance with diffe-:ent strains of the same species, namely. 
Salmonella tyDhi, but did not investigate the matter in 
greater detail. 
-36- 
EKPE1Ii, I`1TAL LIETHODS USE!) THROUGHOUT THE ."DORY. 
Previous investigations (discussed in the foregoing 
review of literature) have shown that the rate at vhich 
micro -organisms die in the dry state is very largely 
dependent on the conditions under vghich desiccation is carried 
out. This knowledge has led to the development of freeze 
drying methods now commonly used in the preservation of 
large collections of bacterial cultures. The aim of the 
work, to be described, however, was to study the lethal action 
of drying under natural conditions and to provide information 
applicable in the dairying and other associated industries. 
Thus, it was necessary to evolve a method of laboratory drying 
in which the organisms would be exposed neither to destruct- 
ively high temperatures nor to freezing and during which they 
would be in contact with atmospheric oxygen. A method based 
on the evaporation of moisture under reduced pressure was 
adopted. 
The choice of experimental conditions was 
limited b r other considerations. The bacterial suspension 
had to be dried rapidly in order to avoid multiplication of 
the cells or possible changes in their resistance during the 
process, but had to contain a sufficiently large number of 
organisms to yield accurate counts which would indicate the 
course of death. In order to obtain strictly comparable 
results, it ? as essential to store the dried films under constìrt 
conditions/ 
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conditions of temperature and atmospheric humidity. The 
standards chosen in each case were within the range of 
normal atmospheric conditions. 
The Apparatus. 
The foll owing method was adopted after some 
preliminary investigations. It was chosen with the 
object of satisfying all the above requirements es nearly 
as -ossible. 
One ml. auántities of the suspension or culture 
are dried in thoroughly clean 6 x f in. tubes of pyrex 
glass. These tubes were expected to provide a relatively 
inert surface. Rapid drying was achieved by means of the 
apparatus shown in figure 1. 
Two 6 x 5 in. tubes (A) containing the suspension 
to be dried, are connected to a rotary vacuum pump by means 
of a manifold ..) of - in bore. Each tube is fitted with 
a rubber stopper (0), through which passes two pieces of 
narrow bore glass tubing ( D & E). The shorter length (a) 
is bent air right angles and connects thb tube to the manifold 
by means of a 1 -hole stopper (P). In order to promote the 
rapid removal of -'an.ter v_.t_ 'lie connections from A to the 





length (E) terminates a in. from the base of the tube and 
is connected by means of _pressure tubing (G) and a T -piece 
(H) to a piece of capillary tubing (I) . ..hen the pump 
is working the small stream of . air admitted through I 
(510 ml. per pin.) provides a low concentration of oxygen in 
A and at the sane time it keeps the suspension thoroughly 
mixed by a slight stirring action. Drying in complete absence 
of air would eliminate one of the most important lethal 
factors involved. The incoming air is filtered through a 
li in. plug of cotton wool at K. The same piece of capillary 
tubing was used throughout all the wort and it alone controls 
the flow of air into A. The diameter of the tubing E 
is therefore of no great importance. The diameter of the 
tubing D is also immaterial since the moisture vapour is 
carried off by means of the current of air created from I. 
In selecting the piece of capillary tubing it was important 
to realise that the degree of vacuum and consequently the 
rate of drying was dependent on its bore. The moist air 
pumped out of the system is drawn through silica gel impregnated 
with a cobalt salt and then through aluminium oxide, before 
reaching the pump. This prevents the oil in the pump from 
becoming/ 
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becoming contaminated with moisture. The silica gel 
was reactivated at intervals by drying in an air oven. 
The tubes were immersed in a thermostatically 
controlled water bath (M) kept at 40 °C. and provided with 
astirrer. (N). This arrangement provides the energy 
necessary to evaporate the water quickly without exposing 
the organisms to a temperature that would in itself be 
harmful. Trials showed that the temperature of the 
bacterial suspension Quickly comes to 27 °C. when the pump 
is ':?orking and as a result of the cooling effect of evapor- 
ation it remains at this level until all-visible moisture 
disappears at the end of 12 min. The pulping was 
continued for a further 8 min. and during this time owing to 
the cooling effect of the incoming air, the temperature 
within the tube rises only slowly to 35 °C. In the 
preliminary investigations a manifold was not used and the 
tubes were then dried singly. All visible moisture evaporated 
in the first 9 min. and pumping was continued for a further 
6 min. This had the disadvantage of greatly increasing 
the total amount of bumping reruired to dry a series of tubes 
in any one experiment. 
The Dump reduces the pressure in the evacuated system 
to/ 
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to approximately 60 min. H . The pressure was checked 
by a mercury manometer at the start of each drying in 
order to guard against any leakage .rhich vould affect the 
rate of desiccation and consequently the lethal ection 
of the process (c.f. the review of literature). 
Before the sterilisation of the 6 x t in. tubes 
they were Plugged with cotton wool. The plugs were wrapped 
in muslin so that fibres would not be left in the tube and 
thus make it difficult to obtain a. good joint with the 
rubber stopper. After use the tubes were scrubbed with a 
hot solution of Nas'iing soda and rinsed thoroughly in tap 
water. This routine washing was supplemented at intervals 
with thorough cleaning in a chromic -sulphuric acid mixture. 
The parts E,C,D, F & K T,, were assembled and wrapped in paper 
for sterilisation. The stoppers C & F were lubricated 
ith sterile glycalol before connecting to the tubes and 
manifold. 
Before stopping 5 rotary pump, air rust be admitted 
into the evacuated system so that oil in the - ump is not 
sucked back. In order that this might be done without 
drawing unsterile air into the tubes containing dried 
bacteria, a tr,..- roe; i ,_ac'. in a narrow constricted opening 
was used for ale ly releasing the vacuum. This tap was 
situated close to the pump and connected directly to it by 
a/ 
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a short piece of glass tubing. In ,:his way onlÿ it that 
had passed t hrough the sterile cotton wool filter v o_z1d enter 
the dried tubes. Preliminary trials were carried out to ensure 
that this occured in practice. 
The determination of the viable count. 
Throu-hout t__e .,ork described in this section the 
density of nitro- organisms was estiraa_ted by the agar strip 
lethod described in Part I of the thesis. The speed with 
\rl,ich tube inoculations can be carried out riade it possible 
to obtain triplicate counts for each dilution without 
extending the time recruired to prepare the dilutions and to 
mix the bacterial suspension with agar beyond the customary 
15 min. All dilutions were made in 0151 gelatin. 
The preparation of cultures to be dried. 
It z:aas necessary to establish a standard technique 
for handling bacterial spores and vegetative cells before 
desiccation. The concentrated suspension of spores in 
distilled water, which was used throughout the work, showed 
no deterioration in viable count after storage for 3 years. 
It was prepared from 7 -10 day cultures on nutrient ,n.gar by 
repeated cen_trifu7ation and washinr., folio: ed finally by 
pasteurisation at 63 °C. for 30 min. The spores were finally 
sus:) ended in glass distilled -:rate_ _,nd stored in 1 oz sore, 
top/ 
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top vials which had been previously cleaned in a chromic - 
sulphuric acid mixture, to remove all traces of nutrient 
material. The concentration of the suspension was determined 
by plating and it was then stored and diluted for use as 
renuired. 
Vegetative cells were grown in broth or other 
suitable liciuid media. The degree of turbidly was used to 
concenreorioin 
obtain an approximation of the cell organ; ç..,o. The composition 
of the basic medium used, except with Azotobacter and Rhizobium 
was 0.5% Evan's peptone. 
05% Lemco. 
0.25% Yeastrel. 
Sugars were added when necesdary to meet any specific 





0.01% Iron citrate. 




Aerobic and facultative anaerobes other than the 
streptococci, were grown in approximately 5 ml. quantities 
of broth in 100 ml. conical flasks. This shallow layer of 
broth was expected to ensure an adequate supply of oxygen for 
rapid growth. Streptococci were incubated in 6 x s in. 
tubes/ 
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tubes since they appear to prefer conditions of limited 
aeration. (of. Part III of thesis). Cultures activated by 
freruent transfer were used as inocula and incubation was 
carried out at either 220C. or 300C. depending on the 
optimum temperature for growth of the organism, until the 
rer.uired degree of turbidity was attained. In most of the 
preliminary work the cultures thus obtained were centrifuged 
and the sediment was resuspended in an equal quantity of the 
medium in which drying was to be carried out. It was 
thought unnecessary to prolong the process by repeated 
washing of the sediment. 
PR,TMINARY STUDY OF E1;PERIAt .NTAL METHODS. 
1. A STUDY OF A METHOD OF DRYING A NUMBER OF SAMPLES OF A 
BACTERIAL SUSPENSION "/IITH A UNIFORM RESISTANCE TO DRYING. 
In order to study the decrease in viable count of 
dried micro -organisms o aer a period of time, it is necessary 
to dry several 1 ml. quantities of each bacterial suspension. 
This raised the problem of preserving the culture in a 
uniform condition of resistance during the drying of a number 
of replicate samples. Vegetative cells may undergo rapid 
changes in resistance, especially during the early stages of 
the growth cycle and an attempt to stabilise them was 
made by storing at a low temperature. 
The cultures were centrifuged and the sediment was 
resuspended/ 
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resuspended in kr 1iß gelatin, a relatively inért but 
soluble medium, and held in a refrigerator at 500. 
Samples were withdrawn at intervals and subjected to 
desiccation in order to determine any variation in 
resistance arising out of the treatment, Ke covery was 
carried out in 4 ml quantities of 01% gelatin at 
4000. (see following section). 
Trials were carried out with bacterium coli, 
iviicrococcqs albus and a corynebacterium, with the results 
shown in table 1. 
ä. coli andidi. albus both decreased in ability 
to survive desiccation when stored at 500 for 2 and 4 hours. 
This was probably caused by some physiological effect of 
low temperature storage on the cells, similar to that 
observed by Hegarty and Meeks (51) and Sherman and Naylor 
(52) . In view of the results this procedure was 
abandoned. 
Relatively stable cultures were obtained in 
all future experiments by incubating until the cells had 
reached the end of the logarithmic phase of growth. io 
great variation in resistance was found to occur if such 
cultures/ 
TABLE 1. 
The influence of storage of bacteria at 50C on their 


















0 10,000,000 9.96 
Y. albus 2 12,000,000 6.76 
4 14,000,000 518 
0 15,000,000 52.81 
Corynebacterium 2 16,000,000 42.51 
sp. 
4 16,000,000 59.70 
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cultures were kept on the bench, samples being withdrawn 
centrifuged and diluted afresh for each period of drying. 
II. THE 3Er E ?Y 0 'MIME ORGANISMS DRIB=) ON A GLASS 
Sta13. ?iQE; 
._ ... _ 
(a).1he resistance to desiccation of spores of _bacilli 
subtilis. 
At the outset of this work it was essential to 
determine whether all cells surviving drying could be 
recovered, and counted as colonies on nutrient agar. .ailure 
to do so would cause a considerable error in the estimation of 
the lethal action of the process. in all the literature 
on-drying this source of error appears to have been over- 
looked and has probably led to a number of unjustified 
conclusions concerning the effect of the suspending medium 
and the drying surface. the unaccountable variation in 
the percentage survival throughout a series of replicate 
dryings obtained by broom and Heramons (40), may also be 
caused by failure to recover all the viable organisms in 
each case. 
in order to estimate the degree of cell 
recovery after drying, it was decided to carry out prelimin- 
ary investigations ,,ith an organism completely resistant to 
desiccation/ 
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desiccation. A suspension of the spores of Bacillus 
subtilis appeared to fulfil this re^uirement. Before 
proceeding further however, it as essential to determine 
whether these spores actually could withstand the method 
of drying to be employed. 
.The suspension was diluted in sterile tap water 
to give a count of approximately 5,000,000 cells per ml. 
and six 1 ml. ruantities were dried at the pump. The 
dried films were roconsti_tut.ion. in 4 ml. ruantities of 
0.5% saline solution at 40 °C and shaken. for 30 sec. (see p k -9. ,,53 
Viable counts of the suspension before drying and of the 
dried films on reconstitution, were obtained, one dried 
sample being examined immediately on removing from the 
pump and the remainder at intervals throughout the 
following seven days. The dried samples were stored in 
screw -top jars, each containing a shallow layer of a 
saturated solution of calcium nitrate, held at 22 ° ̂ . 
s calculated to provide a relative humidity of 53% within 
the jars (53) . The spores were dried in tap water in 
order to prevent them from germinating during the preparation 
of the original dilutions or the early stages of drying at 
the pump, when traces of moisture will still be present. 
It is well known 
withf.-a/ 
that bacterial spores undergo changes in morphology 
_íi7_ 
viithin a very short period of time in the presence of 
nutrient material as can be demonstrated by their 
ability to absorb aqueous dye solution &at the same time 
they decrease in their resistance to desiccation. 
The percentage recovery figures are plotted in 
fig. 2. Any deviations from a straight line are within the 
limit s experimental error. Spores of B. subtilis can 
therefore be assumed to resist the desiccation employed and 
can be used in experiments designed to distinguish between 
the recovery and survival' of dried organisms. 
It is noticeable that the percentage recovery is 
extremely lobut this can only be accounted for by failure 
to resuspend all the cells after drying. Experiments 
were therefore carried out in an attempt to increase this 
figure by varying the medium in which the spores were 
dried, the nature of the resuspending solution and the 
amount of shaking during redi speísal of the cells. 
(b) The recover of sores of B.subtilis after drying. 
The conditions for recovering dried bacteria 
were. explored. 
A suspension of spores of B. subtilis was 
diluted to a convenient concentration in various media and 
1 ml. quantities were dried immediately. In this 
exli eriment/ 
F1%. .. THE SuRVIVA), OF SPORES OF (3ACILLUS SUßT /L.IS 





experiment the tubes were dried singly (in absence of the 
manifold) end thus, were only attached to the pump for a 
Period of 15 min. each. 
Media dried. The media selected for drying are 
listed in table 2. 
Distilled water_ v.as chosen as the simplest suspending 
fluid. 
(ii) In_ order to simulate conditions likely to occur after 
centrifugation of organisms grown in liquid media, 
the spores were dried in b-th distilled water and 
gelatin containing trrces of broth. 
(iii) Naylor and Smith (39) found that the addition of 
ammonium chloride to the suspending medium before 
drying increased the percentage survival of Serratia 
marcescens. Use of this salt alone therefore seemed 
to merit further investigation. 
(iv) Saline, was chosen in view of its freouent use in 
bacteriological work as a solution isotonic with 
protoplasm. 
(v) The phosphate buffer, a M/15 solution of ra2EP04 
hH2PO4 with a pH of 7.0, was expected to provide 
information on the effect of a medium Possessing 
buffering properties and to be more soluble than an 
organic/ 
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organic buffer medium. Proom and Hemmons (40) found 
that a similar solution increased the survival rate of 
vegetative cells. 
(vi) Of the three more complex media, milk ;,gas chosen 
owing to its practical importance in the dairy 
industry . 
(vii) 0.1,E elatin was selected as a colloidal substance 
possessing approximately the same buffering capacity 
as l milk but is more easily dissolved after drying. 
(viii) Broth as included with the object of drying organisms 
directly in the medium in which they had been .grotiwn, thus 
dispensing .with the use of the centrifuge. It 
produces dried films of considerable solubility. 
Recovery fluids. Various resuspending fluids s. ere 
examined, 4 ml ^uantitie: being used. In most cases the 
recovery solutions v.'ere added at 40 °C. The dried milk films 
were reconstituted at 50 °C. since several workers (54, 55, 
56) have shoran that milk ?pouder rives its maximum viable 
count when reconstituted at this temperature . The films of 
dried gelatin were reconstituted at 35 °C and then heated 
slo -:<ly to 4O °C. in order to promote rapid solution. Addition 
of the recove -y fluid at temperatures greater than 35 00. 
produced/ 
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Produced a :glutinous mass of -ela.tin which was only 
redissolved :ith difficulty. 
The results er= presented in table 2. 
Discussion. It is difficult to assess the significance 
of these results since insufficient data were collected on 
which to base accurate comparisons. Seve-°al facts may 
be noted, ho.. ever, 
Firstly, the degree of recovery is influenced 
lamely by the medium in which the spores are dried. 
Dry in, in .0'5; saline solution has given the hi:;hest 
rate of recovery. It as thought possible however, that 
sensitive vegetative cells night be damaged if dried in a 
saline solution so this chore v a::s abandoned and saline 
was only used in future as a resuspending fluid. 
Milk, gelatin and broth all wave a higher degree 
of recovery than distilled ?,pater. The three methods differ 
considerably in their ease of solution, dried milk being far 
moreinsoluble than either broth or gelatin. This 
variation in solubility is not reflected in the results, 
particularly in those for gelatin and milk, so there would 
appear to be some other limiting factor involved in the 
recovery process. Dryin' of spores in ammonium chloride gives 
approximately/ 
TAB ICE 2. 
The recovery of Bacillus subtilis snores after drying. 
I Medium dried Recovery fluid 
Period of Count before 


























distilled 20 sec. 15 
water -f- 1% tap water 2 min.¡ 970,000 25 
broth 4min.,' 19 
0.5% NH4C1 NH4C1 1 min. 840,000 60 
0.5% Na Cl Distilled 1 min. 830,000 79 
water 920,000 72 
NaC1 1 min. 600,000 75 




1 min. 830,000 28 
5 sec. ¡ 25 
1jß milk tap water 30 sec.+ 760,000 61 
2min. 51 
0.1% gelatin tap water 0 (mixéd 36 
by rotation) 50 
20 sec. 760,000 
2 min. 58 
0.1% gelatin 
1-1% broth tap water 20 sec. 760,000 38 
980,000 62 
broth NaC1 30 sec. 910,000 67 
1,100,000 68 
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appro«ima.-tely the same recovery as drying in broth. The 
inorganic phosphate buffer solution seems to be of little 
value. Traces of broth in distilled water and gelatin have no 
decisive effect as far as can be seat from these results. 
Gelatin and broth ::ere selected for further investi- 
gation as media to be dried. 
It proved difficult to make a choice argon;. the 
recovery fluids but it v :as finally decided to carry out 
further investicatioris .ith °elatin and saline. Tap 
water :.a.s resa.r ded as unsatisfactory since when used to 
reconstitute dried milk it left traces of juilk on the 
glass. This : :,ey have been caused by the precipitation 
of casein by the calcium ions present in the s :a.ter. 
(c) The effect of shat in;c; on the percentaa_.e recovery*. 
In table 2. there appears to be some correlation 
bet een the amount of shakins and percen.tae recovery. ;7hen 
spores are dried in milk distilled 'a.ter and distilled water 
and broth, the p °rcentase recovery appears to rise with an 
increase in the e21ount of shaking but finally to drop off again 
when this is prolonged. The decrease in recovery 'with 
long shaking suggests a clumping of the spores. A 
similar effect is described by Cone and Ashworth (57) . They 
found/ 
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Bacillus subtili s; so it was thought desirable to dete=ine 
whether it 11:7 any beneficial effect on the rat 7, of 
recovery in these experiments. Using any one recovery 
solution, duplicate tubes dried simultaneously at the Durn.p 
were reconstituted with (a) 30 sec. shaking and (b) 3 An 
shekin , by hand. The aaplitude and speed of shaking was 
al aro ,ima.tely 1 ft. ,Der sec. in all cases. The percentage 
recovery figures are listed in table 3. 
The amount of sharing had not decisive effect 
although the possiblity that the opti_m'u m period lies 
between 30 sec. and 3 min. cannot be ignored. The 
magnitude of variation Jithin this ran?e is not lively to 
be la.r.ge ° however, and provided a standard method is adopted 
un- 
the amount of shaking is considered to be l portant. A 
period of 30 sec. was selected for use in all future work 
as it is less laborious than á longer period. It must be 
noted however, that this choice is based on the recovery 
of organisms dried in broth. Other media may differ in 
their buhaviour on shaking. 
There is little varirtion in recovery with changes 
in the nature of the reconstitutin 7 fluid. This substantiates 
earlier impressions that the decisive factor is the medium 
in/ 
The effect of shakin 
TABLE 3. 
recover' of dried bacteria on the .ercentae 
Organism.. 
Period of 
shaking recovery in 
distilled 0.5 saline 
water saline buffer 
B. subtilis 30 sec. 83.7 71.68 72.85 
spore sus- 6112 63.30 61.31 
:pension 
3 min. 69.08 59.75 67.69 
72.73 80.58 71.24 
hiicrococcus 30 sec. 4854 39.99 30.37 
albus 49'52 46.07 28'.89 
3 min. 65.07 5741 28.20 
47.45 49'71 34.45 
30 sec. 2.331 4.109 1.816 
Bacterium 0.7214 0.9445 0.8037 
coli 
3 min. 1.479 5.088 0.5535 
0.73 0.6918 0.8399 
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in which the or_<. nisms are suspended during drying and not 
the method of reconstitution. 
(d) The effect of varying; the ^uanti ty of recovery fluid. 
In the trials so f ̂.r described 4 -uantities 
of reconstituting fluid aere used. The effect of varying 
this uantity aa7s investi2aated by drying ml Quantities 
of the spore suspension in sterile tap water and recon- 
stituting in volumes of 0.5:, saline ran-in _, from 2 to 
20 ml. The .percentage recovery figures nr- plotted in 
fig. 3. The average degree of recovery is lol:,, but compares 
adith that in fig. ; where drying was also carried out in 
tap water. Repeated trials with tap water at a later 
date failed to give such lov recovery, so it seemed probable 
that the sample (sterilised in one batch) used in these 
earlier experiments contained some harmful substE. -.ce. 
The percentage recovery appears to increase rapidity -.,ith 
an increase in the amount of saline -employed for recon- 
stitution, until a peak is reached in the region of 8 nil. 
Larger quantities of saline make it difficult to ensure 
complete mixing of the suspension during the shaking Process 
and this factor may account for the rapid drop in the 




F. 3 THE EFFECT OF VARYING THE QIAANTITy of SA1.1NE. 
USEO IN THE RECOVER`, OF DRtEO SPORES OF 
13AC.Il.L.11u$ ßT1! (eS. 
o 4- S 1a 16 ao 
(UANTITy OF 12ECONSTITUTING (1.4-Q.] 
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The results of this experiment are inconclusive 
owing to the inexplicably low degree of recovery and in all 
future work 4 ml. ouantities of reconstituting fluid 
were used. This avoided any change in technicue and gave 
results strictly comparable with earlier work. Larger 
quantities of recovery fluid (4 -8 ml.) may cause the 
resulting suspension to be too dilute for nurposesof count- 
ing when only a few viable organisms are present. 
The beneficial effect of dilution during 
reconstitution suggested the possibility of a variation in the 
recovery depending on the concentration of cells in the 
suspended dried. The experiments described in the following 
section were therefore designed. 
(e) The influence of cell concentration on the recovery 
of organisms. 
(i) Bacterial spores. A preliminary experiment was carried 
out in which two dilutions of the spore suspension of B. 
subtilis were examined. Samples of each dilution were 
dried in distilled water and in broth and were recovered in 
4 ml. quantities of 0.10 gelatin or 0.5L saline. The 
following results were obtained: 
Medium dried Recovery fluid Count before drying ¿ 
Recovery 
Distilled water gelatin 760,000 47 
7,800 67 
Broth saline 1,080,000 68 
913,000 71 
-56- 
In both cases the more concentrated suspension 
gave a to er percentage recovery. 
A second experiment was designed to investigate 
this ruestion more fully. Four dilutions of the spore 
suspension were dried in broth and reconstituted in saline, 
duplicate tubes of each concentration being dried. A 
suspension of the spores of Bacillus megatherium was also 
examined, but owing to its dilute nature it was only 
practicable to dry two concentrations. The result of 
both trials are summarised in table 4 and 
The recovery rate appears to be largely dependent 
on the density of the suspension dried. This is apparent 
from a study of the results of B. subtilis. Those of B. 
megatherium are insufficient to be decisive, but show the 
some general trend. If a variation of over 40jß is 
obtained when samples of a stable suspension differing only 
in their density, are dried under_ identical experimental 
conditions, ,the possibility of a larger error in experi- 
ments of this tyre cannot be ignored. The adjustment of 
the cell density at the outset of an experiment is 
obviously of great importance. 
(ii) Vegetative cells. Cultures of Micrococcus albus and 
Bacterium/ 
The effect of cell concentration 
TABLE 4. 
of spores. on the recovery 
Organism Original count % recovery 
36,000,000 54.45 
Spores of 56.66 
4,930,000 63.30 












































































































































































Bacterium coli were dried at two concentrations. Owing 
to the rapid destruction of or,anisms during the process 
of drying and in the early hours of the storage period, 
it was considered unsatisfactory to base any comparison on 
the recovery rate i i ediately after dryin A number of 
1 ml. samnles of each culture were therefore, dried in 
broth and reconstituted at intervals throughout 5 days, 
using. O5,L saline as :'ecovery fluid. The dried cultures 
ere stored at 53;; relative humidity and 2200 during this 
period. 7igs.5 and 6 show that the - )ercenta.ge recovery 
is again influenced by the cell concentration. This 
variation observed bet,ieen the two concentrations could 
easily have been mistaken for a variation in resistance 
of cells if similar results had not been obtained previously 
with scores and if cultures at the same stage of growth had 
not been used. 
The results obtained with B.coli ar'e not so 
decisive as those for M. albus =:nû there is en unexpected 
crossin, of the lines at approximately 12 hours after 
drying. This can pos_ibly be accounted for by the fact 
that the samples of differing concentration .:ere ..vied on 
consecutive days and tus, were drawn from. different 
transfers/ 
F tc y S U 1E EFFECT OF- CELL, C0110EN- tRATiot ON THE 
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transfers of the bacterial culture. This may have given 
rise to some slight variation in the resistance of the cells. 
The increase in count obtained. at approximately 
3 hours with M. elbus was probably caused by the breaking 
up of clumps of cells. This is not unlikely to occur pith 
a clumping organism such as a rûicrococcus, Results suggest- 
ing the disintegration of clumps during drying have been 
obtained occasionally throughout my work fit at. A similar 
effect is reported by Proom' and Hermons (40) who obtained 
survivals of over 1007 -:::ith cultures of Streptococcus 
pyo;Tenes and Staphylococcus Gureu,s -dried in broth. Naylor 
and Smith (39) a.ppe ̂.r to have obtained survivals in excess 
of 100t :ith Serratia marcescens, but attribute this to an 
inherent plating error. Heller (12) provides microscopical 
evidence on the effect of dryin cells of Streptococcus 
pyogenes. He examined films in a Petroff -Hauser counting 
chamber before and after frsezingand drying in l'`' sucrose. 
An increase in the average total number of chains per ml. 
and a decrease in the average number of cocci per chain was 
apparent. Pailu7e of the viable count to show a 
corresponding increase 77a.s probably due to the death of a 
condiderable number of cells durin; the -process. Heller 
(12)/ 
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(12) also exai ined the dried cultures over a De°iod of 
20 clays storage and found that the viable count increased 
radually during the first 15 days. The total count 
remained approximately constant. He suggests that 
cells damaged by the drying process may be able to 
recover sufficiently to give rise to colonies ,after a 
period of tine. I is difficult to see how such a recovery 
could occur. 
Very few workers seem to have considered the 
importance of the concentration of the, suspension to be 
dried, possibly because they have been concerned mainly 
with the problem of preservation. In such work it is 
usual to dry 'hi.ghly concentrated suspensions in order to 
obtain as large a number of viable organisms as possible 
in the dried material. Stamp (22) dried Streptococcus 
pyogenes over P205 and obtained an apparent survival of 
58% when the material immediately after drying contained 
9.7 x 106 viable organisms per mg of the dried film and 
91% when it contained 1.2 x 105 organisms per mg. Some 
variation was still obtained after storage for 2 and 4 
years. He also noted a similar effect with Pasteurella 
pestis and Salmonella typhimurin1, but attributes all 
three/ 
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three cases to an increased survival rate with a 
diminution in cell concentration. In view of the results 
obtained in my work however, it seems extremely likely 
that the variation is mainly due to a failure to resuspend 
all the cells after drying and not to the degree of 
survival. Campbell Renton (11) failed to obtain any 
decisive difference in the percentage of viable organisms 
recovered after 24 hours when she dried single standardised 
drops of a. suspension of the cholera vibrio containing 
9 x 106, 9 x 104 and 9 x 103 organisms per drop. It is 
difficult to explain this result since differences in recovery 
in my experience, become apparent when the concentration of 
the original suspension is varied by ten or hundred -fold 
dilution. 
These investigations show that in all future vlork 
it is of utmost importance to standardise the concentration 
of the suspension before drying if strictly comparable 
results,are to be obtained. 
(f) The effect of surface agent on the recovery of spores. 
Trials were carried out to determine whether tke 
addition of a surface active material to the reconstituting 
fluid/ 
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fluid would increase the Percentage recovery of dried 
spores. The material se acted was the commercial 
detergent " Stergene" manufactured by Domestos ltd. 
First the bactericidal or bacteriostatic properties 
of this detergent were determined by testing its action on 
M. albus. Failure to decrease the count of this vegetative 
bacterium would ensure a wide margin of safety with spores. 
A 24 hour broth culture of M. albus was diluted in sterile brot/ 
to approximately 10 million cells Per ml. One ml. quantities 
of 1 /10, 1 /100 and 1 /1000 dilutions of Stergene in tap 
water were added to 4 ml. quantities of the diluted broth 
culture..and the mixtures were shaken for 30 sec. to 
dilmulate conditions occuring in the reconstitution of 
dried films. The viable counts of the diluted broth 
cultures and of these cultures after treatment with Stergene 
are given in table 5. Counts after the addition of 
Stergene have been adjusted to compensate for the dilution 
factor. 
Stergene does not appear to possess any strongly 
bactericidal or bacteriostatic properties, as only a slight 
decrease in the count of the micrococcus is evident with the 
lowest/ 
TABLE 5. 










1 10,350,000 11,500,000 111.1 
5000 
1 
500 9,550,000 11,190,000 117.1 
1 14,150,000 13,390,000 94.64 
50 
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lowest dilution. The 1/500 dilution appears to have 
increased the count to a slightly greater extent then the 
1/5000 dilution and therefore was selected for use in the 
following experiment. 
The effect of Stergene on the recovery of spores 
of B. subtilis was investigated. One ml. nuantities of 
thé spore suspension were dried in broth and each set of 
duplicate tubes dried simultaneously, was examined as 
follows: - 
Tube 1. The dried suspension was reconstituted in 4 ml 
0.5/ saline. 
Tube 2. The dried suspension was reconstituted in 3 ml 
0.5% saline plus 1 ml Stergene (1/400 dilution) . 
Since this appeared to have little effect or/the 
percentage recovery of dried spores, the addition of 
Stergene was also investigated in 1/40 and dilution. The 
results are liven in table 6. A 1/40 dilution of Stergene 
slightly increases the liercentage recovery of dried spores, 
a 1/400 dilution has only a negligable effect and a 1/4 
dilution exerts slight bactericidal or bacteriostatic 
properties. A surface active agent therefore appears to be 
of/ 
TABLE 6. 




Dilution % recovery 
52'86 1 53.13 
400 
6368 1 72.57 
40 
5318 1 4285 
4 
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.of little benefit in promoting the recovery of dried 
spores. 
B sr. i I s i-pm. 
A survey of the results so far obtained shows a 
consistent failure to obtain a 100;; recovery of viable 
cells after drying. This failure could be due either to an 
adherence of organisms to the glass of the tubes or to 
a clumping together of cells during drying. That the 
results obtained are caused by an adherence of organisms to 
the glass is unlikely since there appeared to be no 
correlation between recovery rate and the solubility of the 
and no beneficial effect to be gained by 
prolonged shaking. The clumping together of cells during 
drying seems a more likely theory and is supported by the 
variation in recovery obtained with different cell 
concentrations; clumping might be expected to occur less 
readily in a dilute suspension than in a concentrated one. 
Failure substantially to increase the degree of recovery 
by prolonged shaking also points to some clumping effect. 
Microscopical examination of cultures.. Attempts were made 
to detect clumping by microscopical methods. It was 
considered necessary to use either hanging drop preparations 
in/ 
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in which the cells were mounted in a dilute solutioñ of 
crystal violet to make them more easily viable, or nigrosin 
films in the preparation of which the suspensions were dried 
at room temperature and then smeared with the back- 
ground stain. The fixing and staining of ordinary smears 
might obscure the actual degree of aggregation of the cells. 
Concentrated suspensions of the spores of B. 
subtilis and of vegetative cells of M. albus and B coli were 
dried by the vacuum method adopted throughout all this work. 
The original cultures before drying and the dried films after 
reconstitution in 0'5¡J saline were then examined micro- 
scopically. Very little differences in the clumping of 
the of M. albus before drying could 
detected bgfdrying of B. coli appeared to cause the cells to 
clump together slightly. However none of the results 
were decisive. 
The effect of the resuspending fluid was investigat- 
ed by examining hanging drop preparations and nigrosin films 
of undried cells mounted in distilled water, tap wáter and 
saline. The amount of clumping was considerably less in 
saline than in distilled water and tap water. This 
possibly explains the relatively high degree of recovery of 
spores dried or recovered in saline, which was obtained 
earlier ts/ 
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in my work. 
Microscopical methods however, did not appear 
to yield any decisive information. 
III. The Resistance to Desiccation of Bacteria at 
Dl fTP,?'eYlt_ Si ,r ri'QlJ .1 
A detailed study of the relationship between 
resistance to desiccation and stage of growth was considered 
to be beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, for 
the purpose of comparing the effect of drying on different 
species it was deemed essential to use cultures in the 
same phase of growth and containing cells uniform in 
resistance. It was also necessary to detect any large 
degree of variation in resistance to drying associated with 
the phase of growth in order to Qualify such general 
conclusions as might be based on the work carried out at a 
later stage. Cultures were therefore examined at two 
stages, of growth: near the beginning and towards the end of 
the logarithmic phase. 
(a) Cells in the early staes of growth. 
Flasks containing 5 ml. of broth were inoculated 
with appro :ime.t ely 0'2 ml . of a culture in the logarithmic 
phase of growth. This inoculum 0ias large enough to 
provide a fairly high cell concentration in a short time, 
but/ 
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but did not Produce any turbidity on addition to the 
sterile broth. The fresh cultures were incubated at 
220 or 3000. according to the reruirements of the organisms, 
until a faint turbidity :as detected. Of the bacteria 
examined, cu.ltu,°es of Pseudomonas fluorescens, Micrococcus 
al'aus and the conform organisms reached this stage in 11, 
hours at 30 °0. vihile those of the corynebacterium re _ uircd 
17 hours at 220C. One ml. samples were then dried in 
broth and recovery was carried out in 4 ml. cuantities of 
0.1% ela ,in. The -uantity v ithdravn from drying was 
replaced by an e(ual volume of sterile broth and the cultures 
were kept at either 220 or 3000. This maintained an 
approximately constant cell concentration throughout the 
experiment. 
(b) Cella at the end of the logarithmic phase of ?rov,th. 
The broth cultures, inoculated as described above, 
were incubated until densely turbid. This stage 1:as reached 
in 17 hours at 3000. with the four more rapidly growing 
species and in 48 hours at 22 °0 with the corynebacterium. 
Saffoles from each culture were diluted in sterile froth until 
a turbidity matching that of the cultures in the early stage 
of growth was obtained. This ensured that approximately 
the / 
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the same concentration of cells was dried in each case. 
Drying was carried out immediately after dilution. The 
original cultures were kept on the bench and diluted 
afresh for each drying in order to avoid variations in 
resistance due to renewed gro4vth. Dryin and recovery was 
carried out as described above. 
Results of these experiments presented graphically 
in fig. 7 -11, do not appear to be decisive. In one 
case only, namely that of Y. albus? is there a marked 
increase in resistance of cells at the end of the logarithmic 
phase. B. aero enes and P. 14uorescens show the same 
effect to a very slight deg 'ee. 
The Physiological changes -which occur at various 
stages of the gro;rth cycle have been studied in detail 
by several orkers and reviewed adequately by ':`linslow & 
talker (48). Cells appear to be most susceptible to an 
unfavourable environment for a short period towards the 
end of the lag phase when an increase in cell size is 
occuring prior to active cell division. In the experiments 
described in this section, it is possible that the cells do 
not pass through this period of lowered resistance owing to 
the use of actively growing cultures as inocula, or that it 
occurs/ 
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occurs only in the very early stages of incubation. The 
decrease in resistance to drying with ageing of cultures of 
Shigella dysenteriae reported by Proom and Hemmons (40) 
can probably be attributed to the long incubation period 
that they employed. The greatest resistance was shown after 
incubation for 7 hours when it is likely that the cells are 
well within the logarithmic phase of growth. In my 
experiments the older cultures had probably not reached the 
phase of decreased resistance reported to occur by Proom 
and Hemmons (40) at n3 hr - 6 days and by Fi c ker (19) after 
2 days incubation. 
Since it appears that cells towards the beginning and 
the end of the logarithmic phase of growth do not differ 
greatly in resistance to desiccation, it was considered 
unnecessary in future work to compare cultures in more than 
one phase of growth or to consider this factor in assessing 
0,1.P,o,f1M0.'t 
the value of the results. In order to ensure opTepri.iLe 
uniformity it was decided to work with cells approaching 
the end of the logarithmic phase. Such cultures are 
convenient to handle in practice since they are unlikely to 
change rapidly in resistance. 
IV The Stora<,e of Dried 0rcanisms, 
The/ 
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The rate of death of dried bacteria is known to 
vary considerably with changes in environment (see the 
review of literature). In this work it was necessary to 
select for the storage of dried organisms a set of conditions 
that could be applied uniformily throughout. The choice 
was. limited to conditions that may occur in practice on the farm. 
The dried films were held in the presence of air and at a 
temperature of 22 °C. It was desirable to store the dried 
cultures in air of a constant humidity since any dry material 
will readily establish an equilibrum between itself and the 
surrounding air. Dried feeding stuffs and plant materials 
in enuilibriun-i with air of 75 - R.H. have been shown 
(60) to absorb sufficient moisture to support microbial 
growth. 
Normal atmospheric humidity is subject to considerable 
variation, as is indicated by the daily weather reports 
issued b the Meteorological Office, London. For instance 
the figures registered at Renfrew throughout the year 
1948 very between 20 and 100, The most common 
values however, ne cur between 50 and 90 , R.H. For the 
purposes of the present L . ork, relative humidities of 53%, 
75 and 94% were selected. These values lie within the 
normal atmospheric range end can be obtained easily at 
22 °C. by means of saturated salt solutions. (53) . The 
following/ 
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following solutions in the presence of an excess of the 
solid phase, ',.ere used at 22 °C: 
Ca (NO3)2 .. 53% R.H. 
jaa NO3 
K NO3 
= 75; R.H. 
= 94% R.H. 
Tubes containing the dried cultures were stored in 
sc °;. to jars containing a snail cuantity of the requisite' 
salt solution. The cotton ,sol plus of each tube was 
cut off level with the glass flange in order to encourage 
free circulation of air and an equatinc4 of the moisture content 
of the atmosphere in the jars with that in the tubes. 
Preliminary trials were carried out using young 
actively growing broth cultures of M. albus and a cvryne- 
bacterium. These cultures were centrifuged and the cells 
were resuspended in 0.1° gelatin Prior to drying. Three 
dried samples of each bacterium vere stored at each relative 
h iiidity and :,ere reconstituted at intervals in 0.1 elatin. 
The results given in table 7 show a Peculiar irregularity 
-..hen cultures of M. albus are stored at 75% and 94% R.H. 
dithin the first 24 hours the rercenta -e survival decreases 
in iorx al manner, probably because at this stage an 
equilibrium/ 
TABLE 7. 
The effect on dried bacteria of storage at different relative 
humidities. 















5 days 12,000,000 0.01629 0.08058 148.0 
10 days 13,600,000 0.00305 2.591 >100 
Corynebacterium sp . 
0 hr. 15,300,000 
16,000,000 52.81 42.51 59.7 
16,500,000 
24 hr. 15,300,000 12.28 6.301 3.417 
5 days 16,000,000 0.3756 5.484 0 
10 days 16,500,000 0.00002 0.01975 0 
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eouilibrium has not become established between the dried 
cultures and the humid atmosphere in the jars. Bartholomew 
and Norman (60) found that such a process was apt to be 
slow when exposing dried plant material to a stream of moist 
air. The minimum time involved in their work was 24 hours. 
It is perhaps surprising to note that the death rate at 75% 
R.H. is considerably less than at 53 or 94jß R.H., during the 
g,,sr 
pa. 24 hours. Following the period of adjustment the 
micrococcus showed a considerable increase in numbers in 
5 days at 94% R.H., and 10 days at 75% R.H. The increase 
in count obtained at 94% R.H. is too great to be accounted 
for by disintegration of clumps and can only be reasonably 
explained by assuming that multiplication of the surviving 
cells has occured. No such evidence of growth is shown 
by the corynebacterium. 
Moisture absorbed from the atmosphere under these 
conditions would only be sufficient to give rise to a relatively 
concentrated solution of gelatin in which bacterial growth would 
not be expected to occur. Micrococci are able to grow in 
solutions of high osmotic tension (61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66). 
This possibly is linked with their ability to multiply in 
gelatin films of a low moisture content. 
In order to investigate this problem more fully 
cultures/ 
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cultures at the end of the logarithmic phase of growth were 
dried in broth and stored for varying periods at each 
humidity. The following organisms were examined: 
Mie. albus 
Staph. aureus ( Coagulase .1 °) 
Staph. albus (Coagulase +) 
Mi:c . lut eus 
Str. tiquefaciens 
( 94% R.H. 
l 
) 53%. 75% & 
S 94% R.H. 
The results are given in figs. 12 -15. The films 
stored at the two higher relative humidities appeared to 
have absorbed a considerable amount of moisture after 5 
days storage, giving rise to a drop of liquid broth at the 
base of each tube. There was however, no decisive evidence 
of an increase in count after storage in any of these 
experiments. That shown by M. albus was only very slight 
and was probably due to the disintegration of clumps. 
The ability of M. albus. to multiply in a concentrated 
solution of gelatin but not in broth may be due to a 
difference in the hygroscopic capacity of the two materials. 
Failure to grow in broth may also be due to its greater 
content of osmotically active substance- 
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and the cultures of Staph. albus and Str. liquefwiens appear 
to survive longest when stored at 53% R.H. The variation 
between humidities is not very large or decisive in 
these experiments but it can be correlated with the results of 
Rogers (20) and Proom and Hemmons (40). Rogers obtained a 
maximum survival of the flora of dried milk powder when it 
was stored at a low moisture content and Proom and Hemmons 
found that freeze dried cultures survived for a longer 
period if subjected to secondary drying over P205 in vacua. 
Higginbottom (43) working with the natural microflora of 
milk powder and Watts (42) with dried milk cultures of 
Str. agalactiae noted an increased survival at low relative 
humidities with the exception of 0% R.H. which appeared to 
inie a higher death rate than the slightly higher 
humidities but their results are not sufficiently detailed 
to be conclusive. It therefore, seems possible to presume 
that in the absence of sufficient moisture to support 
growth, slightly damp cultures die off more rapidly than drier 
ones. The susceptibility of bacteria to disinfectants also 
appears to vary with the amount of moisture present. For 
instance, Wolf and Batchelor (67) and Cousins (68) both 
found that a greater percentage of bacteria were killed 
by/ 
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by hypochlorite aerosols in air of a high relative humidity 
than in air of a lower moisture content. 
A relative humidity of 53% was adopted in all 
future work in order to avoid any multiplication of cells such 
as might occur when cultures are stored under more humid 
conditions. Such multiplication is unlikely to occur when 
bacteria are dried in broth, but a relatively low humidity 
provides a wider margin of safety and therefore is more 
satisfactory in practice. 
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THE RESISTANCE TO DESICCATION OF SPECIFIC MICROORGANISMS. 
Experimental Method. 
The microorganisms to be investigated were 
grown in broth and dried in this mediuCn when they had 
reached approximately the end of the logarithmic phase 
of growth, as descMibeed in the previous section. Samples 
from each culture were diluted in sterile broth, to 
give an approximately standard cell concentration and 
six 1 ml. ouantities were dried, two samples being dried 
simultaneously for a period of 20 min. Any changes 
in the composition of the original broth cultures due 
to the accumulation of metabolic products was considered 
unimportant since each sample was diluted in a relatively 
large volume of sterile broth of constant composition. 
Viable counts were obtained from the undried culture 
and from one sample immediately on removing from the 
pump. The remaining five dried tubes were stored at 
2200. in a closed jar containing saturated Ca (NO3)2 
giving 53% R.H. Tubes were removed At intervals and the 
dried cells were recovered in O5.. saline. 
All dilutions were made in 0.1% gelatin. 
In the early stages of the work organisms 
commonly/ 
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commonly occuring in milk were selected for examination 
in order to provide information applicable in the dairy 
industry. Later additional, species were included to 
investigate more fully the apparent correlation between 
resistance to desiccation and Gram reaction and to com- 
plete as comprehensive a study of species variation as 
time would permit. Whenever possible, two or more species 
of each type were examined. 
Presentation of results. 
The results are presented mainly in the form 
of graphs in order to demonstrate the course of death 
over a period of time. As approximately seven hundred 
colony counts, each an average of triplicate counts, were 
made in this part of the work, alone, it seemed 
impracticable and unnecessary in view of the aims of -the 
work, to list these figures in detail. Throughout the 
work good agreement was obtained between parallel counts 
and only eleven tubes were discarded owing to counts sliming 
an undully large deviation from the average. These 
variations were due to the inhibition of bacterial growth 
caused by the use of improperly washed glass ware. 
In/ 
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In the graphs (figs 16 -34) as in those in the 
previous section (figs. 5 -15), the vertical drop (indicated 
by a broken line) from 100¡ (log. 2) at 0 hours represents 
the death of microorganisms during the 20 min period 
of rapid drying at the pump. In some cases the graphs 
are continued by a second.type of broken line towards 
the end of the process. This is done where the recovery 
of viable organisms was less than thirty per ml. In 
such cases the reliability of the count is uncertain since 
the sampling error would be great. 
The number of viable organisms in the original 
suspension before drying and in the last dry culture to 
be examined are shown in each figure. 
The counts in table 8 were obtained at a later 
stage in an attempt to determine the total period through- 
out which the more resistant species would survive. In 
most cases a few viable cells were still present after 
6 weeks storage but time did not permit any further 
extension of the period. Some variation will be noted 
between these and earliet results. This variation may 
be/ 
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TABLE 8. 
The survival of species relatively resistant to desiccation 
durin_ a .rolon:ed storage .eriod. 
Species ¡J survival after storage for 
2 weeks ` 4 weeks 6 weeks 
Streptococcus liouefaciens 43,5000 5.2160 0.2786 
Str. bovis 38.3600 11.5300 0.6940 
Str. thermophilus 18.6000 2.0130 0.0883 
Str. lactis 9.4060 0.1142 0.0020 
Str. kefir 7.6580 0.0230 4:0.0001 
Corynebacterium 1.5960 0.1714 0.0830 
lacticum (1) 
C. lacticum (2) 0.2647 0.0081 0.0018 
Corynebacteriun sp . 0.1065 0.0073 0.0057 
r Ticrococcus varians (2) 1.0960 0.0424 
M. varians (1) 0.9541 0.0287 .4._ 
M. luteus 0.0884 1.3580 0.0527 
M. albus 0.1465 0.0003 < 0.0001 
Streptomyces sp. 0.0305 0.0020 0 
Nocardia sp. 1.0750 uu367 
Pink Yeast 0.0358 ( 0.0001 0 
_-_ Dilution plated was too low to yield accurate counts. 
1 
0.0001 -Less than 30 colonies per ml. and consequently a large 
sampling error. 
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be due to a failure to recover the total number of viable 
cells in all cases. 
Discussion. 
The limitations of the experimental method must 
be taken into account when drawing any general conclusions 
from the results. The preliminary work already described 
indicates that there are two main sources of error: 
(1) a disintegration of cell groups as a result of 
drying and 
(2) a failure to recover all the viable cells after 
drying. 
The following bacteria gave apparent survivals 
of over 100%: 
Expt (a) Corynebacterium lacticium (1) 
10 hr. storage 256.6% 
Expt (b) Corynebacterium eactict (1) 
0 hr. storage 111.5¡ 
Corynebacterium sp. 
0 hr. storage 194°9% 
ExDt (a) Micrococcus varians (1) 
10 hr. storage 101.7% 
Expt (b) Micrococcus varians (1) 
0 hr. storage 104.1% 
M. varians (2) 
0 hr. storage 149.6% 
M. luteus (as defined by Abd -E1 Malek & 
-79- 
M. luteus (as defined by Abd -fil. -Malek & Gibson (69) 
0 hr. storage 114.3% 
oc 
Both microcci and corynebacteria are relatively 
resistant to desiccation. The individual cells of these 
organisms tend to remain attached after division and these 
clumps may become broken up during drying. A similar 
tendency with sensitive organisms would be indistinguishable 
from the lethal action of desiccation. The results obtained 
with the spores of B. subtilis indicate that the observed 
Some 
percentage survival is probably in si-1 cases lower than 
the actual figure, due to a failure to recover all the 
viable cells. To avoid these difficulties as far as 
possible, the death of the organisms was followed over a 
period of time. The results so obtained are probably 
comparable and they indicate a large variation in 
resistance to drying among different organisms. Strains 
or the same species usually exhibit approximately 
Ait the same order of resistance. 
(a) Logarithmic order of death. The theoretical curve of 
logarithmic decrease is not shown by all the organisms examined 
in this vwork. In a number of cases (figs. 7 -10, 16 
(Azot^bacter and Rhizobium), 17 -24, 33) a large reduction 
in the count occurs during the 20 min period of drying at 
the/ 
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the pump. (see dotted lines parallel to vertical axes). 
This apparently high death rate persists for approximately 
24 hours. A change in the direction of the curve then 
becomes apparent and the organisms die oft a considerably 
reduced rate. This type of curve is confined mainly 
to organisms that are readily destroyed by drying but no 
clear demarkation can be made on this basis since it is 
also evident to some extent in the results with M. albus 
and Str. therm_philus. In general, the more resistant 
species are not appreciably affected during the period 
in which water is rapidly removed and during storage they 
show a decrease in count which is approximately logarithmic. 
Other workers investigating the destruction of 
micro -organisms by a variety of physical and chemical agents, 
have noted deviations from the logarithmic order of death 
(see review of literature) . The finding of Reichenbach 
(70) on the effect of heat and of Chick (71) on the action 
of phenol, appear to be comparable with the results 
obtained in this study of desiccation. These workers 
obtained sigl.oid curves of decreasing death rate when 
Bacterium/ 
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Bacterium paratyphosum was exposed to temperatures of 
approximately 50 °C. (70) and to 0.6`í'á phenol (71). They 
explain their results by assuming that the cultures contained 
a mixture of young and mature cells, since much of the 
variation in death rate was eliminated by repeated transfer 
of the cultures or by incubation until all cells had reached 
maturity. In my work sigmoid curves were obtained with 
certain organisms despite the routine treatment in which 
cultures prior to drying, were transferred frequently 
and were incubated until they had reached the end of 
the logarithmic phase of growth. The cells thus obtained 
should have been relatively uniform. 
If a variation in the resistance of individual 
cells is responsible for the decreasing death rate, it 
might be expected that the signoid type of curve would have 
been obtained in all the trials. The more resistant species 
however, appeared to show approximately the logarithmic 
order of death during the of the experiments. 
cónfiinued 
Detailed examinations (34ia -t=iicd over a longer period of time 
may perhaps reveal a decrease in the death rate of these 
organisms but this does not seem likely as counts at 2,4, 
and 6 weeks do not indicate any such tendency. 
Another/ 
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Another possible explanation of the break in the 
curves may be protection of residual cells by accumulated 
debris and a subseouent reduction in their rate of death. 
In such an event the protective effect would be expected to 
appear gradually and to give rise to more gently sloping 
curves. It should occur in all experiments and should be 
less obvious with dilute than with concentrated suspensions. 
This was not the case (figs. 5 and 6). King and Alexander 
(72) in experiments on the mechanical destruction of bacteria 
by shaking with glass beads, obtained a similar break in 
the logarithmic death rate. They also rejected the 
theory of protection by accumulated debris as a possible 
explanation. 
A third possible explanation of my results is that 
two processes are involved in the destruction by drying 
of sensitive micro -organisms. The rapid decrease in count 
during the early stages may be due to some irreversible change 
in the bacterial protoplasm caused solely by the removal of 
moisture. The surviving cells may be killed only by some 
slower process, perhaps an oxidation of certain cell 
constituents. The presence of oxygen has been shown to 
increase greatly the death rate of dried bacteria (9, 20, 
39, 40). The more resistant species may be capable of 
withstanding/ 
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withstanding the first type of change and in these, 
oxidation may be the major factor responsible for cell 
death. 
(b) Gram-reaction of organisms and their resistance to 
desiccation. 
The ability to survive desiccation appears to be 
linked with the Gram -reaction of the organisms. This 
can be seen in fig. 16 in which are plotted the results 
obtained with the most resistant and the least resistant of 
the Gram -positive and the Gram -negative organisms. Gram - 
positive species such as corynebacteria (figs. 11, 16, 29) 
and streptococci (figs. 31 -34), with the exception of 
Str. lactis (fig. 30), did not decrease appreciably in 
numbers during the removal of water and were still viable 
after storage for 6 weeks in the dried state. The Gram - 
negative species on the other hand, were reduced consider- 
ably in numbers by the removal of water and only survived 
in the dried state for a few days (figs 7 -9 16 -21). 
The extreme case is that of Azotobacter (fig 16) which was 
completely nonviable 6 hours after drying. 
Alcaligenes viscosus (figs. 19. 20) was more resistant 
than/ 
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'than most other bacteria in this group, probably on 
account of its Gram -variable nature. It was however, more 
readily killed than Rhizobium. The resistance of the 
latter species perhaps is influenced by the size of its 
cells (see p s5). The yeasts (figs. 23 -24) and Oidium 
lactis (fig 22) were intermediate in r- :sistance between the 
Gram -positive and the Gram- negative bacteria, probably 
again on account of their cell size (p.'3 ) . 
Gram- positive and Gram -negative species differ 
in their reaction to many harmful agents: 
1. Ultraviolet light (73). 
2. Salts and their constituent anions and cations 
(74). 
3. Synthetic detergents (75, 76). 
4. Aniline dyes (77, 78). 
5. Oxidizing and perhaps reducing agents (79) 
6. Antibiotics (80). 
7. Solution in alkalies (81) 
8. Digestion by enzymes (81). 
9. Lysis by an immune serum in presence of 
complement. (81). 
No. 1 -6 Gram -positive organisms more susceptible 
than Gram -negative organisms. 
No. 7 -9/ 
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No. 7 -9 Gram -negative organisms more susceptible 
than Gram -positive organisms. 
To the second group of agencies may now be added 
desiccation. 
It is obvious that the Gram -staining mechanis. 
is based on some important property of the cells, but the 
basis is still not fully understood. Detailed references 
to early theories are given by Knaysi (82). Recently 
Henry & Stacey (83) and Stacey (84) obtained eveidence that 
the Gram reaction depends on the presence in the surface 
layers of the cells, of a magnesium salt of ribonuebic acid 
in combination with inert polysaccharides and traces of 
protein. However, it does not seem possible at present to 
suggest that the magnesium ribonucleate content of Gram - 
positive bacteria endows them with their ability to resist 
desiccation. 
Taylor (85) has shown that Gram -positive and 
Gram -negative species differ in their ability to concentrate 
free aminoacidy, particularly lysine and glutamic acid, 
in the internal cell environment and Gale (86) has found a 
similar/ 
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similar variation in cells of Str. faecalis at different 
stages of growth. A relatively high concentration of 
these acids appears to occur in the cells of Gram -positive 
species and in cells at the end of the period of active 
cell division. These findings do not seem to be 
connected in a_y obvious way with resistance to desiccation. 
Other writers do not appear to have mentioned any 
correlation between Gram -reaction and resistance to drying 
buta survey of their results has revealed the following 
relevant points. Stamp (2) dried cultures over P205 
in a partial vacuum for several days and found that 
Corynebacterium di htheriae gave a survival of at least 
44% in contrast to Fusiformis fusiformis and Neisseria 
meningitidis which failed to grow on subculture. Stark 
and Herrington (37) found that rapid vacuum drying over 
P205 and CaCl2 killed Esch. coli more readily than 
streptococci, a yeast and staphylococci. Another 
Gram- positive species, Lactobacillus acidophilus was 
ho- ::ever, sensitive to drying. Frobisher et al (49) 
preserved some Gram -positive species such as streptococci 
and staphylococci for as long as 19 ye.rs on grains of 
sand/ 
-87- 
sand dried under vacuum, while the least resistant species 
which were non -viable within a few months were those of 
Neisseria, Brucella and Hemophilus. Proom and Henmions 
(40} found that freeze dried cultures of Staph. aureus 
were more tesi ;_:tint than Bsch..coli and Shigella dysenteriae 
and considerably more resistant than Neisseria intracellu- 
laris, N. gonorrhae and Vibria comma. -.. apart from these 
results however, Stamp (2) , Frobisher et al (49) and 
Proom and He_:mons (40) all obtained intermediate degrees of 
resist_ne of a variable n ture, with certain Gram -positive 
and Gram-negative species and this may account for their 
failure to correlate Gram -reaction with resistance to 
desiccation. 
The relationship of the two properties is marked 
in the results of yells and Stone (50) who determined the 
survival of bacteria in the air of an experimental chamber. 
The organisms investigated were. recovered after the 
following periods of time: 
B. subtilis 96 hours. 





Various Gram - negative intestinal bacteria 4 -8 hours. 
Pfeiffer 's/ 
-ae-- 
Pfeiffer's bacillus <1 hour. 
These results clearly indicate the ability of 
Gram- positive bacteria to survive desiccation in the air 
for longer periods than Gram -negative species. 
(c) Cell size. It may be possible to correlate resistance 
to desiccation will cell size, provided the observations 
conform to the :Major classification based on Gram- reaction 
as previously d.i cussed. Throughout my results it is 
apparent that large cells are more e::sily killed than 
smaller ones. 'Athin the Gram -negative group Azotobacter 
w s the least resistant of the organisms examined and 
Rhizobium the most resistant. The line representing 
the rate of death of azotobacter (fig 16) approaches 
the vertical and suggests that the removal of moisture 
is by far the most important cause of death. Any other 
process, such as an oxidation, probably plays a relatively 
insignificant part. The small cells of Rhizobium (figs. 
16, 21) are able to withstand desiccation to a considerable 
degree and are even more resistant than the Gram- variable 
b .cterium, Alcalienes viscosus (figs 19. 20.) 
Within the Gram- positive group the least resistant 
organisms are the yeas (figs 23 24) and Oidium lactic 
(fig/ 
-89- 
(fig 22) and the most resistant species are the streptococci 
and corynebacteri...a. The micrococci occupy an intermediate 
position in both cell size and resistance to desiccation. 
Bacterial cells about to enter the logarithmic phase of 
growth are characterised by their large size and by their 
susceptibility to unfavourable environments (48). In view 
of the evidence obtained in my work on the relative inability of 
large cells to withstand desiccation it would be anticipated that 
in every bacterium whose cells enlarge during the lag phase, 
susceptibility would reach a max xun immediately before the start 
of cell proliferation. That variations in resistance to 
other harmful agencies during the earlier part of the growth 
cycle are attributed to changes in size, appears to be less 
probable. The ._meähanical strength of the cell may be an 
important factor in its resistance to drying and to unfavour- 
ably high or low temperatures, but there seems to be no reason 
to suspect that large fragile cells would he more susceptible 
than smaller ones to agencies such as concentrated salt 
solutions or chemical disinfectants. 
The slime formed by certain bacterial species does 
not appear to afford them any degree of protection against 
drying. Three bacteria which form large amounts of slime, 
were examined. Two, namely Rhizobium and Alcaligenes 
vtcosus/ 
-90- 
.viscosus showed a comparatively high degree of resistance 
to desiccation, while the third one, Azotobacter, was 
extremely susceptible. 
(d) The microflora of air and dry soils. It seems probable that 
the bacterial populations of air are determined to a large 
extent by the ability of the microorganisms to survive 
desiccation. Proctor (87) and Proctor and Parker (88) collect- 
ed samples of air at altitudes ranging from 1,500 to 16,500 
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Act inomyc es sp. 
These organisms, with the exception of the Achromo- 
bacter sp. would be expected on the evidence of my work to 
resist desiccation. The moulds probably occured in the 
form of spores. 
As previously mentioned, Wells and Stone (50) found 
that Gram -positive bacteria survived longer in the air of an 
experimental/ 
-91- 
experimental chamber than did Gram -negative bacteria. 
h 
Lachead (89) isolated a number of bacteria from the 
A 
snow in the Ottawa district and found them t oamainly spore 
formers and a microc us. These organisms were derived from 
dust originating in the Western States and carried for a 
considerable distance across the continent before being 
precipated in the snow. They therefore must have been 
capable of withstanding considerable desiccation. 
In bacteriological work cultures may become 
0- 
contaminated from the air. In my experience the mic roganisms 
most commonly derived from this source are moulds, micrococci 
andearcinae, and bacteria that form spores. In contrast 
Gram- negative bacteria are. rarely.. obtained from the air. 
The microUUlora of desert soils may also be 
determined by the resistance to desiccation of microorganisms. 
Feher (90) found a number of fungi, algae and bacteria, 
including actinomycetes, in desert soils of the Sahara. The 
species of actinomyces used in my work showed a considerable 
degree of resistance to desiccation.Orskov (45) also 
preserved actinomycetes on dry filter paper for 8 months. 
Bathel (34) preserved "lactic acid bacteria of the 
Str. lactis group" in dry soil for 5 years. Other literature 
on/ 
-92- 
ón the survival of microorganisms in soil is cited by Giltner 
and Langworthy (33). It includes references to experiments 
in which Azotobacter was found to remain alive in dry soil for 
a considerable time. This perhaps is surprising in view of the 
susceptibility of this bacterium to drying shown in my work. 
However, soil possesses certain protective properties which 
have been attributed (Giltner & Langworthy (33) and references 
cited in their paper) to its content of colloidal matter and 
its ability to retain hygroscopic moisture. 
(e) The microflora of dairy utensils. Microorganisms derived 
from improperly treated utensils are a common source of 
contamination in the dairy industry. To date, much stress has 
been laid on the sterilisation of dairy utensils by steam or 
chemical disinfectants, but their subsequent storage has re- 
ceived less attention. Drying is known to prevent the 
proliferation of bacteria which survive sterilisation or are 
introduoe- d afterwards, but little information is availa1i 
concerning its bactericidal powers. 
Thomas, Jones, Beaver and Thomas (91) found that 
dry milk churns had a lower count of thermoduric organisms 
than wet ones, but no attempt was made to show whether the 
difference was due to bacterial proliferation or to the 
effects/ 
-93- 
effects of desiccation, Hughes and Ellison (92) investigated 
the microflora of clean, dry churns one hour after washing and 
found it to be composed mainly of micrococci, corynebacteria 
and other Gram -positive non -spore -forming rods. Gram -negative 
non -sporing rods were found only occasionally ad none of 
these produced gas in MacConkey's broth at 370C. Streptococci 
were ur common. This is somewhat surprising in view of their 
ability to resist desiccation. 
The results of my work show that some of the more 
common contaminants of dairy utensils, namely coliform organisms 
and pseudomonads, are unable to survive for long in the dry 
state. On the other hand Corynebacterium lacticum, the 
streptococci and micrococci might be expected to suffer little 
reduction in numbers on dry surfaces. This may well account 
in part 
r 
for the frequency with which these bacteria occur in 
milk. It is noteworthy that the organisms that withstand 
pasteurisation are relatively resistant to desiccation while 
the non- thermoduric types are relatively susceptible. 
Where milk soon after production gives a bacterial 
count of several thousands per ml., the sterility of the utensils 
is at once suspected. If in such circumstances Gram -negative 
rods/ 
-94- 
rods are numerous it is probably a fair assumption that some 
item or part of the equipment has been left in a moist condition. 
Unsterile utensils which have been dried would more probably 
yield a Gram -positive population. 
The known facts concerning the bacteriostatic or 
bactericidal effects of desiccation suggest that in relation 
to the bacteriological condition of dairy equipment, drying 
may at times have a more potent influence than sterilisation. 
This at once raises the practical problem of how to dry certain 
items such as rubber tubes and metal pipes or of finding a 
suitable alternative method of storing them. 
SUMMARY. 
A method was devised for drying micro- organisms at reduced 
pressure in the presence of oxygen. The process was designed 
to resemble as nearly as possible, drying under natural conditions. 
. When spores were dried in broth, on a glass surface, only about 
60% could be recovered on resuspending in saline. This did not 
seem to be due to any lethal action of the process. The 
percentage recovery with vegetative cells of different species 
was not determined, but it may be subject to considerable 
variation. 
The recovery of dried cells was found to vary inversely with the 
concentration/ 
-95- 
concentration of the suspension. It therefore was necessary 
to use suspensions of an approximately constant density in all 
comparitive work. 
¢. In order to avoid any confusion due to poor recovery, the death 
rates of organisms were examined throughout a period of storage 
at 53% R.H. 
5. A slight variation in resistance to desiccation is ,shown by 
organisms at different stages of growth, cells at the beginning 
of the logarithmic phase being more susceptible than those 
towards the end of the logarithmic phase. 
6. The organisms selected for examination were: 
Gram -negative species. 
Bacterium coli 
Bacterium aerogenes 
Intermediate coliform organism. 
Pseudomonas fluorescens 
Pseudomonas sp. 
Alcaligenes viscoeus (2 strains) 
Azotobacter. 
Rhizobium (2 strains) 





Micrococcus varions (2 strains) 
.(-According to Abd -El-Malek 













St r ept omyc es sp. 
Nocardia sp. 
The Gram- positive species have been found to be more resistant 
to desiccation than the Gram -negative organisms. 
Large cells were found to be more susceptible to desiccation than 
smaller ones. 
The rate of death of resistant species is approximately logarithmic 
but the death of species sensitive to desiccation appears to be 
more complek. These sensitive species show a period of rapid 
decline in numbers at the commencement of drying, which is followed 
later by a period of death at a much reduced rate. 
V. 
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III. A D UAETIT ATIVE STUDY OF TIE GROWTH OF PURE CULTURES OF 
BACTERIA IN MILK. 
A large amount of quantitative work has been 
carried out on the normal microflora of market milk but 
there appears to be little precise information available 
on the rates of growth in milk, of specific microorganisms. 
During distribution milk is subjected to widely varying 
conditions of temperature and aeration. The effect of 
temperature on the entire microflora of milk has been 
investigated in some detail, but little attention has been 
given to the effects of aeration. During production 
and transportation milk is subjected to considerable agitation 
and aeration but at the distribution centres it is 
frequently stored in large quiescent volumes where gaseous 
exchange is limited to the surface layers. It might 
be 
expected that under such widely differing conditions of 
aeration 
the original microflora of the milk would become modified 
considerably and than in particular, the growth of strict 
aerobes would be restricted. In order to investigate this 
problem the growth of pure cultures of some of the commoner 
milk bacteria was studied in raw and in sterilised milk, 
incúbated under aerobic and anaerobic. conditions. 




the different species might be expected to have a considerable 
influence on each other. It was intended originally to 
investigate the interaction of the bacteria, but for reasons 
stated later, this section of the work was abandoned. 
LITFRATUIIE. 
Much of the work on the growth of microorganisms 
and on the various phases of the bacterial growth cycle has 
been reviewed by Winslow and Walker (1) and more recently by 
Monod (2) and Hinshelwood (3) . Detailed quantitative data 
on the growth of pure cultures of bacteria in :iilk can be found 
in papers by Luxwolda (4) , Foter and Rahn (5), Dorn and Rahn 
(6) and Rahn (7) . These workers were concerned mainly with 
the effect of temperature on the rates of 'grt wth and fermentation 
and es h of them investigated only a limited number of species. 
Wilson (8) compared the growth of Bacterium coli 
and Bacterium aerogenes at 37 °C. in sterile raw milk with that 
in broth. In the milk cultures the lag phase was prolonged 
for varying periods up to 6 hours and the growth curves 
flattened out prematurely when counts of approximately 100,000 
viable organisms per ml. were attained. In broth the logarith- 
mic phase of growth was extended considerably until counts of 
at least 100 -200 million viable organisms per ml. were 
obtained. Microscopical examination of the milk cultures 
showed/ 
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showed that the cells tended to clump together after passing 
the 100,000 ml. level, but no at' empt appears to have been made 
to compare the number or individual cols present with the 
viable count. It, therefore, is impossible to determine whether 
the short logarithmic phase in milk was due to the aggregation 
of cells or to a reduction in the total amount of growth. 
It is well known that a long lag phase may occur 
when microorganisms are grown in raw milk. This is attributed 
to some bacteriostatic or bactericidal property of the milk 
Which i, .eNtrcyed only by heating to temperatures of 70 -80 °C 
(9,10:,11,12.) . The effect of the factor responsible for the 
inhibition varies with t he 45,_..eason of the year (104 and in 
milk drawn from different cows (9, 11, 13, 14) or from different 
quarters of the udder (12) . It also differs in its effect on 
specific bacteria (9, . 10) . The nature of the milk constituent 
which is responsible for delayed multiplication has not been 
investigated fully. Jones and Suns (15. 16) isolated "lactenin" 
in a practically pure form. This substance was composed mainly 
of protein and appeared to cause the bacteriostatic effect of 
the milk. Curran (17) obtained. evidence that the inhibitory 
material probably was derived from the blood. Hobbs (18) 
iw estigated the growth of a number of bacteria in raw and heat 
treated/ 
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treated milk and in whey. She obtained evidence that the pro - 
longed lag period in raw milk was due in part, to a growth 
inhibitory substance, but also to the agglutination of c :gills, 
which was detected by examination of Breed smears at half hourly 
intervals. Both properties were destroyed by heating to 70 -75 °C 
for, 1 hour. The factor responsible for agglutination was found 
to be present in whole milk and in whey, but the growth inhibitory 
substance was found only in whole milk. 
Morris and Edwards (19) investigated the changes in 
the morphology of Streptococcus lactis which occur when this 
bacterium is grown in raw and in heated milk. In the heat 
treated milk the bacterium produced normal short -chains and 
diplococci, but in the raw milk it tended to form longer chains. 
which appeared to result from the goliferation of single cells 
and not from any agglutination process. The chain length 
appeared to be maxiinal after 3 -4 hours incubation at 37 °C. After 
5 -6 hours incubation a decrease in chain length became apparent 
which continued until finally after 24 hours there was again a 
predominance of short chains and diplococci. 
Hobbs, and Morris and Edwards appear to have based their 
observations on the examination of Breed smears, during the 
preparation of which the degree of clumping might have been 
modified/ 
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modified. It is an interesting possiblity however, 
that actual changes in chain length as well as the 
aggregation of single cells may be responsible in part, 
for the apparent differences in the growth of bacteria 
in raw and in heat gated milk. 
The effect of aeration on bacterial growth in milk. 
In 1902 Marshall (20} carried out a gas 
analysis of milk and attempted to link bacterial 
growth with the quantities of oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
hydrogen /nitrogen present in this medium. He compared 
the multi;Dlication of bacteria in raw milk incubated 
in completely filled test -tubes stoppered to exclude 
air, with that obtained in shallow layers of milk in flasks 
and found that in the latter case a considerably higher 
count was reached. However, he failed to take account 
of the variation in oxygen requirements of different 
species. 
Wilson (8) noted that the amount of bacterial 
growth in sample bottles completely filled with milk eras 
less than in partly filled bottles. He suggests that 
this may have been due to either the degree of aeration 




possible in the partly filled bottles. 
Winslow, Walker and but ermeist er (81) 
studied the growth of Escherichia coli in broth and in 
peptone water. They found that aeration of bacterial 
cultures caused a period of lag, which was followed 
by rapid growth at a later stage, giving a higher final 
population than that obtained in quiet cultures. This 
finding was confirmed later by Rahn and Richardson (22) 
working with pure cultures of Pseudomonas fluorescens 
in sterile milk. It did not however, apply to cultures 
of Streptococcus lactic. In an earlier paper (23) 
Rahn and Richardson give the results of anexparirrent 
in which the multiplication of bacteria in methylene 
blue milk under a seal of oil is compared with that 
obtained in milk exposed to the air. Samples were 
examined after the reduction of the dye had occured 
and it was found that Streptococcus lactis multiplied 
as rapidly in confined milk as in freely aerated milk. 
The rate of growth Escherichia coli however, was 
considerably reduced under anaerobic conditions and 
Pseudomonas fluorescens and Bacillus mesentericus 
failed to multiply at all. In later work Bacillus 
mesentericus/ 
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mesentericus, B. subtilis and B. cereus were grown in 1¡ 
Bacto -peptone under seals of oil or vaspar. B. mesenteric us 
and B. subtilis died off rapidly, but B. cereus was 
capable of multiplication for one or two generations. In 
the same medium Pseudomonas fluorescens was found capable 
of very slow multiplication under a vaspar seal. It 
therefore, was suggested that aerobic species may vary in 
their tolerance to anaerobic conditions. In view of 
these results and in particular, of the growth of a strict 
aerobe such as P. fluorescens under a vaspar seal, it 
sews likely that some air was capable of diffusing through 
the seals of oil or vaspar employed to protect the' cultures 
from oxygen. The results therefore, probably do not 
indicate the growth of bacteria under completely anaerobic 
conditions. 
I iIET HOD S 
Samples of Milk 
The organisms under consideration were ,_ own 
in skim milk sterilised by intermittent steaming and in raw 
whole milk. The raw milk w as drawn aseptically from a cow 
in adfierd free from streptococcal: mastitis. Milk 
from the same cow and when possible from the same quarter 
of the udder, was used in order to obtain samples of a 
uniform/ 
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uniform nature, particularly in respect of their 
bacteriostatic properties. Each sample was examined for 
its bacterial content before it was used, The counts per 
ml. of most samples were 200 -300 Corynebacterium lipolyticum 
and 3 -4 udder micrococci. In a few cases samples contained 
up to 100 micrococci per ml. which multiplied during 
incubation and made it impossible to obtain accurate 
counts of the bacteria under investigation. C. lipolyticum 
does not multiply appreciably at the temperature used 
for incubation (22 °C) and therefore was unlikely to have 
contributed to the counts of the organisms inoculated 
into the milk. The leucocyte count immediately after 
milking w as approximately 200,000 per ml. The samples 
were aged at 4 -5 °C. for approximately 24 hours before use 
so that their bacteriostatic or bactericidal action might 
be reduced to a level more typical of average market 
milk. 
Incubation of cultures. 
Litmus milk cultures actively growing at 22 °C 
were used as inocula. These cultures were diluted in 
sterile water and finally in sterile milk in order to obtain 
a convenient cell concentration. The required volumes of 
sterile and raw milk w ere inoculated in bulk with the 
final / 
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final dilution of the culture, at the rate of 1 ml. 
of inoculum in 5 ml. of milk. The freshly inoculated milk 
then was measured out aseptically in 5 ml. quantities into 
100 ml. conical flasks and into 6 x á in. test-tubes. 
The flasks provided a shallow layer of milk with an 
ample supply of oxygen. The tubes were incubated in 
anaerobic jars. 
Method of incubation. 
A modification of the McIntosh and Fildest 
anaerobic jar was used. These jars were evacuated by 
means of a water pump and then w ere filled with gaseous 
hydrogen. In addition to the cultures under observation, 
each jar contained: 
(a) A tube containing an oxygen indicator. In the 
earlier experiments a three -solution indicator (24) was 
used, but this was later replaced by the single- solution 
indicator recommended by Ulrich and Larsen (25) . A 
slight blue colour returns to the surface of the reduced 
indicator during the evacuation of the jars. Owing to the 
low temperature in use, furth:.r reduction of the methylene 
blue during incubation was slow and with the three- solution 




single -solution indicator was completely reduced at 
24 hours. 
h 
(b) Freshly copped potato tissue to assist in the 
removal of oxygen in the early stages of incubation. 
(c) Marble chips f HCL , giving a concentration of 
approximately 5% Cot. This was included as a precautionary 
measure to ensure that there was a plentiful supply of 
CO 
2 
for bacterial growth. The marble chips were 
dislodged into the acid at the base of the jar after 
evacuation at the pump. 
In the later experiments (b) and (c) were 
replaced by a pyrogallol - Na2CO3 mixture. This helped 
to absorb oxygen in theearly stages of incubation and 
also provided CO2. 
Temperature of incubation. 
A temperature of 22 °C. was selected as it promotes 
the growth of all the common milk bacteria in a 
reasonably short period of time. The jars and flasks 
were incubated in a water bath. Preliminary trials indi- 
cated that the rate of growth of the organisms is influenced 
easily by slight changes in temperature and an anhydric 
incubator was found to be subject to too great a 
fluctuation. 
Determination of the viable count. 
The/ 
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The cultures were examined at intervals to 
determine the rate of growth. The viable count was 
estimated in the earlieff experiments by the usual plating 
technique, but this was replaced later by the tube 
method of counting (see Section I) . 
Bacteria commonly occuring in milk were 
selected for examination. 
6. Determination of theaegree of acidity developed by three 
streptococci in milk 
The rate of acid formation in the cultures of 
Streptococcus bovis, Str. thermophilus end Str. kefir 
was determined at intervals throughout the incubation 
periods by titrationwith standard Na0H, using phenol- 
phthalein as the indicator. The percentage of 
lactic acid is shown in figs. 10,11 & 12. Cultures 
incubated in the anaerobic jars were selcted for titration 
since their growth appeared to be slightly in advance 
of that in the freely aerated cultures. In each case the 
Values plotted are those obtained after subtraction 
of the titration figures given by an uninoculated control. 
PRESENTATION OF TIC RESULTS. 
Preliminary trials were carried out in order to 
determine the approximate rate of growth of each 
organism/ 
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organism. These trials were followed by more detailed 
experiments carried out over a 2`dnger period of time, the results 
of which are given in figs. 1 -12. It seemed unn'e cessary to 
present in tabular form the large amount of data amassed in 
the course of the work, since all the essential points are 
illustrated in the graphs. The viable counts were plotted 
logarithmically. The results obtained in the later stages of 
the experiments with Corynebacterium lacticfum, with 
Micrococcus varians (strain 1) and the final count of 
Streptococcus thermophilus in raw milk w ere obscured by the 
multiplication of udder micrococci. 
DISCUSSION. 
1. The .bases of the bacterial rowth c cle in milk 
(a) Lag phase. In all cases the intial period of lag was 
longer in raw than in sterile milk, indicating that the 
bacteriostatic property of freshly drawn milk is not overcome 
by ageing at 500. for 24 hours. Hanssen (00) also found that 
raw milk was capable of delaying multiplication after holding in 
an ice box for 24 hours. Microecopicalexaniination of my 
cultures showed that both the chain length and the degree of 
clumping was approximately the same in raw and sterile milk. 
The growth of all bacteria was not delayed to the same 
extent, for instance, the coliform organisms (figs. 1 & 2) 
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(4) Streptococcus lactis (fig 9), Str. bovis (fig 11) and 
Str* thermophilus ( fig 12) showed only a short lag period in 
raw milk. In contrast, Str. kefir (fig 10) showed no apprec- 
iablqincrease in numbers in raw milk in the 50 hours following 
inoculation, whileNdorococcus varians (2) (fig 8) was inter- 
mediate in its reaction. These differences may have been 
due either to some specific property of the organisms or to 
variations in the bacteriostatic properties of the raw 
milk samples. Other workers have noted a variation in the 
length of the initial lag period in milk, with different 
bacteria. For instance Hanss en(10) found that Bacillus 
tvphosus was more s:ensitive than ordinary milk bacteria 
to the bactericidal effect of raw milk and Chambers (9) 
demonstrated that Bacterium lactis -acidi was less easily 
inhibited than B. coli but more sensitive than the organisms 
originating in the udder of the cow, from which the milk was 
drawn. All the species investigated in my work occur 
naturally in milk, and might not be expected to be specially 
sensitive to any inhibition. However, they had been main- 
tained for a number of years on erile media (agar or litmus 
milk) and their reaction to the properties of raw milk Might 
have changed during that period. 
The/ 
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The variation in the length of the lag period might Yvo 
also have been due to variations in the bacteriostatic property 
of the milk. This property has been shown by Hanssen (10) to be 
subject to a seasoned fluctuation and -Alson (6) noted an appar- 
ent variation from day to day when attempting to determine the 
rates of growth of B. coli and B. aerogenes in raw milk. 
The experiments in my work were carried out on different days, 
often separated by a considerable eriod of time and it 
therefore is possible that the variations in the length of the 
lag period were due mainly to changes in the bacteriostatic 
effect of the milk. 
A period of lag was not completely absent when the 
bacteria were grown in sterile milk. This is noticeable 
particularly with Micrococcus luteus (fig. 6)and probably 
is comparable with the lag phase which occurs in most 
bacteriological media. Recent investigations ( 2.3.) suggest 
that the lag phase is a period during which intermediate met- 
abolic products necessary for growth are accumulated. Its 
len:;th appears to be determined by a number of factors, but 
it is difficult to ascertain accurately the stage of 
development/ 
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development of these cultures. Hinshelwood (3) discusses the 
relationship between the length of the lag phase and the 
size of the inoculum, a factor which varied considerably 
in my work as can be seen in table 1. This influence is 
demonstrated most clearly by the results obtained with the 
streptococci. The largest inoculum was that of Str. boiris 
which contained 1 -2 million cells per ml. and in this case the 
growth curve (fig 11) shows very little evidence of lag. 
The rate of inoculation of the other streptococci was 
considerably less and their growth curves (figs 9,10, 12) 
do not show any appreciable lag period. 
(b) Logarithmic phase. The minimum generation time for each 
organism durin g the period of most rapid multiplication 
is given in table 2 and those calculated from growth under 
aerobic conditions are ,Dlotted in fig. 13, to give 
hypothetical growth curves with 102as their origin. The 
generation times were calculated by means of the formula: 
G = T. log.2 
log b - log a 
where G = generation time. 
T - time interval 
a = initial number of cells. 
b = final number of cells. 
This formula is based on the somewhat controversial 
assumption that all the bacteria survive in each generation. 
It / 
Table 1 The initial and highest viable counts of Bure 
cultures of bacteria in milk at 22 C. 
Species Litiai count per J. 
I(in thousands) 
Final count per ml.(in thousands) 
- ,Sterile Raw Sterile Milk Raw Milk 
Milk Milk Aerobic Anaerobic _aerobic An erobic 
Bacterium 
coli 14.1 20.8 2,050,000 730,000 ,1,500,00C 680,000 
Bacterium 
aerogenes 25.1 24.9 1,100,000 343,000 1,000,00C 269,000 
rilcaligenes 4 4 
viscosus 39 27.3 2,700,000 24,300 1,850,000 3,370 
Pseudomonas 
f luores3 ens 93.6 97 4,000,000 39,300 3,730,OOC 33,000 
.Micrococcus 4 4 
lutems 7.8 7 64,000 430 99,000 410 
Micrococcus 
varon3li 5.3 5.1 34100 43400 contaminated with 
yoriArNs (I) micrococci 
Micrococcus 4 - 
varians (2) 2.2 0.4 2,190 530 2.13 28 
Streptocçus ¢7.5 
lactis 29.8 227,000 947,000 203,000 134,000 
Streptococcus 
bovis I 2,810 1 503 135,000 217,000 103,000 70,000 
Stre ;tococcus 4 
thdpophilus 4.3 
I 
4.5 4,010 27,500 contaminated8b,000 
with micro 
cocci 
Streptococcus 4 i 
kef it I 80.3 75.3 8,200 20,800 48 333 
Corynebacterium ? 
lacticum 3.7 0.6 61,800 12,600 contaminated with 
micrococl 
4 Cultures apparently had not reached their maximum population. 
Table 2. The approximate minimum generation times of 
Bacteria grown in milk at 22°C. 
Species 
I 
Generation time (min.) 
Cultures in sterile milk Cultures in raw milk 
Aerobic .naerobic Aerobic anaerobic 
Bacterium 






58.5 57.7 59.5 58.1 
61.2 56.7 38.2 62.0 
uiscosus 
Pseudomonas 
fluorescens 143.2 224.7 152.2 263.1 
Micrococcus 
luteus 169.0 456.9 116.9 108.4 
Micrococcus 
varians (1) 258.4 243.6 contaminated with 
micrococci 
Micrococcus 
varians (2) 241.0 418.3 90.2 154.6 
Streptococcus 
lactis 57.5 54.6 32.7 40.1 
Streptococcus too crowded to 




154.8 96.1 176.0 151.2 
Streptococcu 
kefir 124.6 110.9 cultures not yet in 
Corynebacter m 
logarithmic phase 
lacticum 218.8 210.5 contaminated with 
micrococci 
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It was considered sufficiently accurate however, in this 
work since the generation times could only be on approximate 
estimate of the maximum rate of multiplication owing to the 
limited number of counts obtained in each experiment. 
These results show that when the bacteriostatic 
property has been overcome the rate of growth in raw milk 
tends either to be equal to or in some cases, greater than 
that inAterile milk. This difference is not sufficiently large 
however, to indicate that either medium is more favourable to 
bacterial growth. 
(c) Phase of deacceleration. On leaving the logarithmic phase 
of growth most of the cultures appear to enter a comparitively 
long period of slower multiplication instead of changing 
abruptly to a stationary phase. 
The factors which bring about a decrease in the growth 
rate have been discussed in detail by Monod (2) and 
Hinshelwood (3). A great deal of the work carried out by 
Monod appears to have been concerned with the relationship 
between bacterial growth and the concentration of nutrients 
in the medium. In connection with this effect, Monod 
discusses the existence of complex growth cycles containing 
several consecutive logarithmic phases, each representing a 
distinct/ 
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distinct rate of growth. The possible existence of such 
complex cycles in milk might account for the variabilty 
of the curves shown during the logarithmic phase, in my work, 
but insufficient counts were obtained to prove the existence of 
a number of successive rates of growth during this period. 
The, type of curve obtained in my work might perhaps have 
resulted torn the presence in milk, of a limited quantity 
of some growth factor, using this term in its widest sense. 
When this supply is exhausted the bacteria might still be 
capable of obtaining all their nutrient requirements, but at 
a reduced rate which would become reflected in a slower 
multiplication of the cells. 
The highest count reached by each bacterium is given 
table 1. In some cases the graphs indicate that the final 
population probably had not been reached and this may 
account to some extent for the variation between different 
organisms. It can be seen that the coliform organisms , 
Alcalienes viscosus and Pseudomonas fluorescens are capable 
of reaching higher counts per ml.than the micrococci 
and streptococci. This does not appear to be linked with 
the optimal growth temperatures of the bacteria or with 
their/ 
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their oxygen requirements. Rahn (7) showed that milk 
does not contain s'uf'ficient nitrogenous material to produce 
the maximal growth of streptococci, since he was able to 
increase their counts per ml. by the addition of peptone. 
The deficiency of some nutrient material might account for 
the low maximum populations of the streptococci and micro - 
cocci in my experiments. 
Apart from the exhaustion of nutrient materials, 
the termination of growth in a bacterial population might be 
due to the accumulation of toxic metabolic products or to 
adverse changes in ion equilibrium, especially pH (2.3.) With 
the data available it is impossible to ascertain the relative 
importance of these effects in milk since each may operate 
singly, or in combination and each may become the limiting 
factor, under slightly diffe.:ent conditions. It is inter- 
esting to note that the size of the original inooulum has 
no significant effect on the maximum population (table 1). 
The influence of aeration on the size of the final 
population is disnussed later in relation to the oxygen 
requirements of the organisms. 
2. Acid production. 
Figs. 10, 11, and 12, indicate that the three 
streptococci examined did not form any large quantity of 
acid in the early stages of growth. The cultures of 
Str. kefir. 
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Str. kefir and Str. thermophilus showed no appreciable 
increase in the percentage of lactic acid present at the 
end of a 60 hour incubation period, although the bacteria had 
reached the stationary phase of growth some hours previously. 
Acid production with Str. bovis began at a slightly earlier 
stage but the degree of acidity developed at the end of 60 
hours incubation was again very small. In no case did 
clotting of the milk occur during the period of the experiment. 
Cultures containing sterile brome -cesol purple remained 
practically unchanged during the period of incubation indicating 
that no appreciable change in pH. had occured. 
Foter and Rahn (5), Dorn and Rahn (6) and Ritter (26) 
obtained a good agreement between the growth and fermentation 
rates of bacteria in milk at varying temperatures, except 
below 1000 (5) . Rahn (7) however, appears to have obtained 
results indicating that acid formation does not commence at 
as early a stage as does growth in cultures of Str. lactis 
in sterile milk at 2000. It seems unlikely that the lag in 
acid production obtained in these results and in my work 
was due entirely to the incubation of the cultures at a 
suboptibtal temperature, since the streptococci examined 
multiplied/ 
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multiplied readily in milk at 20-422°C and reached the 
stationary phase of growth. In Rahn's experiments the percent 
age of lactic acid continued to rise for some time after 
the viable count had b static. 
3. Oxygen reruirements. 
In the work undertaken, the degree of aeration appear- 
- ed to influence the size of the maximum bacterial opulation 
but the rate of growth was affected to only a very slight 
degree. Walker, Winslow, Huntington and Looney (27) 
found that the aeration of a Peptone medium prolonged the 
logarithmic Phase of ?fro 7th and increased the final bacterial 
population. Similar effects were noted by Winslow et al 
(21) in broth and peptone water, and by Rahn and Richardson 
(22) in milk (see review of literature). 
Among the facultative anaerobes, the coliform 
organisms (figs 1. 2.) Micrococcus luteus (fig 6), Mic. 
varians (2) (fig 8) and Corynebacterium lactictum(Fi.g 5) 
reached slightly higher counts under aerobic conditions. 
The reverse was true of the streptococci (figs 9 -12) which 
attained higher maximal populations in the cultures 
incubated in an atmosphere free from oxygen. C. ladicium 
and Mic. luteus both reached higher counts when incubated 
in the presence of oxygen. The anaerobic culture of CI 
lactic¡um/ 
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lacticium (fig 5) reached the stationary phase at the 
end of the experiment, but the aerobic culture showed 
every indication of still being in the loi,,erithmic phase 
of growth. The difference between the aerobic cultures 
of M. £uteus is even more clearly defined. 
Jehes -Evans and Thomas (28) compared the growth 
of a species of Microbacterium at 18 °C in sterile and in 
raw milk, but obtained no appreciable increase in count 
in raw milk after incubation for 72 hours. This seems 
likely to have been caused by the bacteriostatic property 
of the raw milk. 
It perhaps is surprising to note the behaviour 
of the two obligate aerobes: Alcaligenes viscosus (fig 3) 
and Pseudomonas fluorescens (fig 4) . Both these bacteria 
multiplied rapidly in milk incubated in an oxygen -free 
atmosphere and the final count reached several millions per 
ml. before the rate of growth decreased. The most likely 
explanation of this phenomenon is that oxygen was available 
to the organisms. In view of the fact that in establishing 
anaerobic conditions the jars weré evacuated at the pump, 
the oxygen must have been held firmly by the milk. Support 
for this suggestion has been provided by the ork of 
Noll/ 
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Noll and Supplee (29), who had great difficulty in removing 
all traces of oxygen from milk. They found that this 
could only be accomplished by severe means such as flushing 
of the milk `,ith nitrogen when undev"a vacuum of 25 inches; 
heating to 1850F. cooling to 1000F in an atmosphere of 
nitrogen and subjecting to a vacuum of 24 -29 inches; or 
treatment with ascorbic acid. 
In order to investigate this question, cultures 
containing sufficient 0.55,3 sterile anueous methylene blue to 
give a faint colour, were incubated in the anaerobic jars. 
Such cultures were not used for estimating the viable count 
in case the dye exerted an inhibitory influence on bacterial 
growth, but they were expected to give an indication of 
the oxygen content of the plain milk cultures. dhile the 
mechanism of dye reduction in milk is a complex phenomenon 
it may be assumed that methylene blue would not remain for 
long in its oxidized form in a culture entirely free from 
oxygen. Reduction of the dye was found to be very slow 
as is shown in figs 1,7 & 9. In all other cases it did 
on 
not occur until some time after the completilse of examinations. 
The results from this study of bacterial pyowth 
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o +tea ;d show that even the obligate aerobes are capable 
of reaching a count of at least several million per ml. in 
milk stored in an oxygen -free atmosphere. It, therefore, 
seems Unlikely that any vathtion in aeration of market milk 
during distribution will have an important influence on the 
growth of its bacterial flora and consenuently on its 
keeping nuality. 
The results obtained indicate that a number of factors 
were not under control in the experimental method employed 
and that the problem was of an extremely complex nature. 
Lioreover,variations of the magnitude obtained in these 
experiments in which the milk of one cow only was used, 
might be expected to be increased considerably in ordinary 
bulked milk. Investigations therefore were discontinued 
and the v ork originally planned on the mutual effects of 
bacteria in mixed culture was abandoned. 
The application of the findings to dairying practice. 
In the application of these findings in the 
practical field certain limitations must be recognised. 
All the work was carried out with pure cultures of bacteria 
and with milk from only one cow. The behaviour of bacteria 
in pure culture, particularly after they have been maintained 
on/ 
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on sterile media for a considerable time, may not be an 
accurate indication of their behaviour in a mixed population 
under natural conditions, while milk from one cow might not 
provide conditions of growth comparable with those oc wriing 
in other samples or in bulked milk. 
In the experiments described above marked differences 
in the rate of growth of specific bacteria were shown. The 
following bacteria are listed in order of decreasing growth 
















Still greater differences were detected however, 
in the size of the maximum population reached. Milk 
was shown to be capable of supporting relatively large numbers 
of coliform organisms and other Gram -negative species, but 
to impose a much lover limit on the maximum population of 
streptococci, micrococci and probably corynebacteria. 
This finding was unexpected since it is well known that 
in most bulked raw milk streptococci normally became the 
dominant bacteria and since Streptococcus lactis was shown 
in my work to grow rapidly during the logarithmic phase. 
The limitations of work with pure cultures are here obvious. 
A complex bacterial population nay alter milk in a way that 
promotes the growth of organisms such as streptococci. In 
a mixed culture inhibitory effects are also likely to operate.. 
The experiments do indicate, however, that in milk contain- 
ing few types of bacteria or held at selectively 
low temperatures a relatively rapid and extensive growth of 
coliform organisms , Alcaligenes viscosus and possibliy 
Fseudomonas fluerescens might be expected. Samples of 
milk for example, frequently appear to show this result 
during the winter season. 
The degree of aeration appears to be of little 
importance/ 
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importance in relation to microbial growth in milk. There 
appears to be sufficient oxygen possibly adsorbed to some 
of the milk constituents to support the growth of 
strict aerobes for a considerable period of time. An 
oxygen supply sufficient to support the growth of pure 
cultures of bacteria may not however, be adequate when the 
organisms are present in mixed culture and in particular 
when milk of a high bacterial count is encountered. In such 
low grade milks methylene blue may be reduced in an 
extremely short period of time and under these conditions it 
seems likely that oxygen would not be available. This 
would impose a restriction on the growth of strict 
aerob'es. 
SUD,Y 
1. The growth rates of pure cultures of the common milk bacteria 
were determined in sterile skim milk and in ra-., whole milk 
at 22 °C. The cultures were incubated aerobically in flasks 
and in an oxygen -free atmosphere obtained by means of a 
modification of the McIntosh and Fildes anaerobic jar. 






Micrococcus 3Carians (2 strains 
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3. Raw milk aged for approximately 24 hours, exerts a 
bacteriostatic influence on bacterial growth during the 
early stages of incubation. when this has been overcome 
the rate of growth in raw milk is equal to or greater than 
that obtained in sterile milk. A short 1- -..iod of lag 
also occurs in sterile milk. 
4. Bacteria grown in milk possibly enter a prolonged phase 
of de- acceleration before reaching the stationary phase of 
growth. 
5. The rate of acid production in milk by certain streptococci 
does not necessarily indicate their rate of growth. 
6. Incubation in an oxygen -free atmosphere has little effect 
on the growth of facultative anaerobes. It may influence 
the size of the final population, but does not appreciably 
alter the rate of multiplication. 
7. Obligate aerobes are capable of reaching counts of 
several millions per ml. in milk incubated in an oxygen free 
atmosphere. 
8. Under experimental conditions using pure cultures the bacterial 
content/ 
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content of milk does not appear to be affected appreciably 
by the degree of aeration. Aeration may however, have a 
more pungent effect in milk with a mixed microflora of 
high becterial count. 
i 
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